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Abstract
Arc gate skips can carry larger payloads compared to other designs due to the superior safety of
the arc gate design, however these skips experience large amplitude vertical oscillations during unloading.
Data were collected from a salt mine with arc gate skips in operation to observe and gather information on
the system. Full scale computational simulations were developed to theoretically characterise and analyse
the full scale system. A small scale experimental apparatus was designed and fabricated to perform
experiments, and complementary small scale computational simulations were also developed.
The analysis of every unloading cycle in the mine site data revealed the peak amplitude of the
oscillations and damping constant varied considerably between unloading cycles, while the primary
oscillation frequency remained relatively constant between cycles. Each unloading cycle was categorised
according to the six characteristic shapes observed in the oscillations. Two cycles from each category
were selected for further analysis.
The small scale experiments investigated the level of influence of the angle of the exit chute walls
and floor, the number of internal stiffener bands, grain size distributions, and moisture content of the ore.
The experiments showed that an increase in ambient humidity and possible increase in moisture content
of the ore caused the greatest increase in the oscillation amplitude, followed by the angle of the exit chute
walls and floor with the optimum angle being 5° to 10° steeper than the current angles. The stiffener
band experiments revealed that removing all the stiffener bands gave the largest reduction in the
oscillation amplitude. Finer grain ore was found to reduce the oscillation amplitude, although it had the
least significant effect in comparison to the other variables.
The full and small scale simulations confirmed that, when compared to the raw data from the
mine and the control experiments, the system was best modelled as a single degree of freedom massspring-damper system with a linearly decreasing mass.
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The high speed camera experiments revealed the stiffener bands created a plug effect with the ore
close to the walls, causing ore-on-ore friction, whereas without stiffener bands the ore flowed together,
resulting in ore-on-aluminium friction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The mining industry is constantly expanding to keep up with the demand for raw
materials. To meet this demand, mining companies are increasing productivity by increasing the
capacity of the skips – the vessels used to transport crushed ore from an underground mine to the
surface. Since the cross-sectional area of mining shafts limits the ability to increase the crosssectional area of skips, the most cost-effective way to increase the volume of skips is to increase
their height. However, by increasing the height, the inherent structural integrity of the walls is
reduced, and stiffener bands are required to provide additional wall rigidity so as to prevent the
walls from bowing outward due to the loads applied from the payload (increased height of
granular material increases the side-wall pressure). If the walls were to bow out they would
interfere with the shaft walls causing wear and damage to the skip and the shaft walls.
Considering the clearance between the skip walls and the shaft walls is minimal, the stiffener
bands are placed on the inside of the skip. This maximizes volume. If they were on the outside,
the skip walls would need to be moved inward, consequently reducing the volume of the skip.
The skip walls could also be made thicker, however this would reduce the payload capacity of the
skip since the skip would be using more of the allowable sprung mass.
There are many types of skips used in the industry currently. The type of skip considered
in this project is called an ‘arc gate’ skip. These skips feature a narrowed exit chute with an
angled floor and a door that opens along an arc. These skips are superior to other skips in terms
of safety, and are able to carry larger payloads. The arc gate will not open in transit, and
therefore there is no danger of the payload being released prematurely and falling down the shaft.
The arc gate pivot mechanism is also protected from the muck (crushed ore) stream, and therefore
will have a longer operational life compared to other skip designs. Figure 1.1 shows a scaled
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version of the arc gate skip that was used for the small scale experiments. It should be noted that
this is not a perfect scale model of the full scale skip, as will be discussed further in Chapter 3.

Figure 1.1: This is the scaled version of the full scale arc gate skip. It is not a perfect replica
of the full scale skip. The panel that would protect the left side of the arc gate from falling
muck flow has been removed to show the arc gate and exit chute more clearly.

These arc gate skips, however, experience large amplitude vertical oscillations during
unloading.

These oscillations cause an increase in the wear rate of the haulage system

components and consequently reduce the lifetime of those components. This leads to more
frequent down time for maintenance which results in lost production time. This problem is not
experienced with other skip designs.
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1.1 Motivation
Currently, these large amplitude oscillations are causing unnecessary wear and preventing
the development of larger arc gate skips.

Therefore, the motivation for this project is to

determine the cause or causes of the oscillations, and find a solution by which the oscillations can
be reduced, thus enabling the skips to be made larger thereby increasing their payload capacity
and also prolonging the life of the haulage system.

1.2 Scope
The goal of this thesis is to determine the variables that have the most influence over the
oscillations. The scope of this thesis encompasses the collection and analysis of data at a salt
mine with arc gate skips in operation, as well as developing computational simulations of the full
scale system to confirm the trends observed in the data collected at the mine. The scope will also
include designing and fabricating an experimental apparatus featuring a scaled version of the arc
gate skip with which experiments will be performed to determine the level of influence of several
variables over the oscillations of the skip during unloading. The final aspect of this thesis is to
develop computational simulations to compare and confirm the trends observed in the small scale
experiments.
Proper scaling procedures will be used to achieve similarity between the full and small
scale skips. In this way, patterns and trends observed in the experimental data and the behaviour
of the skip can be expected in the full scale skip. Therefore, causes and solutions to the
oscillations can be reliably implemented on the full scale skip with results similar to those
observed in the small scale experiments.
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1.3 Background
Information pertinent to fully understanding this thesis will be presented in this
subsection. These topics will include a description of the haulage system, as well as how the
skips are unloaded at the mine. Information pertaining to the flow of granular materials will be
presented in Chapter 2.

1.3.1 Skip Haulage System
The skip haulage system is composed of the following parts.

The hoist drum

simultaneously raises and lowers a pair of arc gate skips by winding and unwinding a wire rope
from which the skips are hung. By pairing the skips the load on the hoist drum is reduced since
the skips act as counterweights. The wire rope travels from the hoist drum over a sheave located
in the headframe (the structure that sits over the mine shaft), and down to the skip. The skip
enters the headframe (from below upon exiting the mineshaft) to unload. There are guide rails
running the full length of the shaft on each side of the skip. Wheels on the skip ride along the
guide rails to restrict lateral motion of the skip (i.e. to prevent the skip from swaying or rotating).
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of the haulage system.
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Figure 1.2: This is a schematic of the haulage system at the mine. The two sheaves are
aligned axially so they overlap in the schematic, as do the skips.

1.3.2 Unloading Process
When the skip enters the headframe, a roller on left and right sides of the skip is guided
into a channel. The channels guide the rollers backwards, away from the front side of the skip.
This actuates the arc gate allowing the ore to exit the skip. This marks the beginning of the
unloading cycle. When the unloading cycle is complete (i.e. the skip has fully unloaded), the skip
is then lowered and the rollers exit the channels to close the arc gate.
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1.4 Chapter Summary
Arc gate skips can carry larger payloads than other types of skips due to the safety of the
design of the arc gate. However, they experience large amplitude oscillations when they unload,
causing damage to the haulage system and restricting the development of larger arc gate skips.
The goal of this thesis is to determine the cause or causes of the oscillations and find a solution to
minimize the oscillations.
This thesis covers the data collection at a salt mine operating with arc gate skips, and
corresponding computational simulations to verify the data. This thesis also covers small scale
experiments and computational simulations to determine which variables have the largest
influence over the oscillations.
A review of the literature related to the topic of this thesis is presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
A literature review was performed to understand how granular material flowed from a
container, the pressure gradient inside a container holding granular material, and the response of
mechanical systems that vibrate with changing mass.
Singh and Moysey [1] reviewed the pressure gradient of granular material inside a
container. Their research showed that Janssen’s equations are often used to calculate grain bin
wall pressures. These equations are only applicable to static or filling conditions. Janssen’s
equations are therefore applicable for calculating the wall pressures of the skip. Janssen’s theory
is relatively simple. The theory was derived by considering a segment of granular material stored
inside a cylindrical container. The equation for the grain bin wall pressure developed by Janssen
is given in equation 2.1.
u′ 𝐾ℎ
𝑤𝑅
−
𝑃ℎ = ′ (1 − e 𝑅 )
𝑢

𝑅=

𝑎𝑏
𝑎+𝑏

2.1

2.2

In equation 2.1, 𝑃ℎ is the lateral bin wall pressure, 𝑤 is the specific weight of the
material, 𝑅 is the hydraulic radius of the storage container given by equation 2.2 where 𝑎 and 𝑏
are sides of a fully filled rectangular duct [2], 𝐾 is the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure, 𝑢′ is the
coefficient of friction of the stored granular material against the grain bin wall, and ℎ is the depth
from the surface of the material. One issue with this equation was the pressure ratio variable 𝐾,
for which several groups have offered definitions which give different values for 𝐾. Everts et al.
[3] and Moysey [4] used Mohr’s circle for the failure of granular material near a bin wall and
demonstrated that 𝐾 depended on the angle of internal friction (i.e. angle of repose [5]) of the
granular material 𝜙, and the angle of friction of the stored granular material on the bin wall 𝜙 ′ .
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Figure 2.1: Shown here is the angle of internal friction 𝝓, which has been shown to equal
the angle of repose 𝜷, of a granular material [5].

Figure 2.2: This figure shows the wall friction angle 𝜹 (the same as 𝝓′ above) [6].

An expression for 𝐾 was derived for the active and passive case. Often the passive case
results in a higher pressure. The passive case occurs when the effective cross-sectional area of
the bin decreases (i.e. either the grain swells or the bin contracts). This might occur at the mine if
the grain swells as it collects moisture or if the skip shrinks due to a decrease in ambient
temperature.
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The paper by Singh and Moysey also discussed emptying pressures. It is widely accepted
that grain bin wall pressures increase when the bin is being unloaded. There are two styles of
unloading for bins containing granular material – funnel flow and mass flow. Funnel flow occurs
when the orifice is smaller than the bin diameter and a column of granular material in the centre
of the bin flows while the rest of the material remains relatively stationary. In the case of mass
flow, virtually all of the ore moves together. This was the flow style observed at the mine.

Flores, Guillermo and Gil [7] studied the dynamics of granular material flowing through
an aperture. For the experiments, a variable mass Atwood machine was used with a bottle
containing sand, representing the variable mass, to evaluate the effects of a variable mass on
acceleration, and in turn the effects of acceleration on the discharge rate of the sand. Figure 2.3
shows a schematic of a variable mass Atwood machine. To make a constant mass Atwood
machine the variable mass would be switched for a constant mass of greater or less weight than
the other constant mass on the machine.

Figure 2.3: Shown here is a variable mass Atwood machine as designed by Flores,
Guillermo and Gil [7]. For a constant mass Atwood machine, the container with the sand
would be switched with a constant mass of a different value than second constant mass on
the system.
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Granular material was used because it flows at a constant rate. Flores, Guillermo and Gil
found an expression for the flow rate of a granular material, given in equation 2.3, where 𝜌 is the
density of the granular material, 𝑔 is the effective gravitational field, 𝐴 is the area of the opening
through which the granular material is flowing, and 𝑘 is a constant. Dimensional analysis of
equation 2.3 confirms that the exponents are correct to give units of kilograms per second on the
right-hand-side of the equation.
1 5
𝑑𝑚
= 𝑘𝜌𝑔2 𝐴4
𝑑𝑡

2.3

Flores, Guillermo and Gil determined that the flow rate of the sand was constant, and was
directly correlated to the size of the aperture. They also determined that the height of the material
did not affect the flow rate of the material. They developed an expression for the relationship
between the flow rate and the aperture size, as given by equation 2.4 below where 𝑐 is the flow
rate, 𝑏 is an experimentally determined constant, 𝐴 is the area of the aperture, and 𝑣 is an
experimentally determined constant found to be equal to 1.25 ± 0.05.
𝑐 = 𝑏𝐴𝑣

2.4

They also showed that the shape of the opening did not affect the flow characteristics in
that the flow remained constant, provided that the length of each side of the aperture was much
greater than the maximum grain dimension.
By using the Atwood machine with a variable mass (i.e. an upside down bottle filled with
sand and a hole drilled in the lid), experiments were performed and compared to a simulation of
Newton’s second law with a variable mass [7]. The change in momentum of the system varied
with time, and could be calculated at any instant using the total mass of the system multiplied by
the acceleration of the system as shown in equation 2.5. In this equation, 𝑃 is the momentum, 𝑡 is
the time, 𝑀 is the total of the variable and constant masses at any time, and 𝑣 is the velocity of
the system.
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𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑣
= 𝑀(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

2.5

The flow rate was shown to fluctuate due to the vertical acceleration according to
equation 2.6. In this equation, 𝑐 is the mass flow rate, 𝑐0 is the flow rate if the system was not
accelerating, 𝑎 is the acceleration of the system, 𝑔 is the local gravitational acceleration, and 𝛼 is
a constant equal to ½, determined through experiments.
𝑎 𝛼
𝑐(𝑎) = 𝑐0 (1 + )
𝑔

2.6

Expressions were derived for the displacement and velocity of the system and compared
to the measured displacement and velocity of the experiments using the variable mass Atwood
machine. The results showed that the expressions for the displacement and velocity of the system
were in good agreement with the experimental data.

Flores, Guillermo and Gil [8] performed two additional sets of experiments in a separate
paper using a bottle filled with dry sand and a hole in the lid. For one set of experiments the
bottle was hung from a string, while for the second set the bottle was hung from a spring. The
purpose of the first set of experiments was to determine the flow rate of the material from the
bottle when the bottle was not accelerating; the second set of experiments was to determine the
effect of oscillations on the flow rate of the material.

Their results showed that vertical

oscillations had no effect on the flow rate of the material, however the vertical oscillations were
much less than the local gravitational acceleration. If the acceleration of the vessel was greater it
should affect the flow rate, considering that if the acceleration was equal in magnitude to the local
gravitational acceleration then the material would be accelerating at the same rate as the vessel
and hence would not exit the vessel.
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Beverloo, Leniger and Van De Velde [9] published a review of the many granular flow
rate equations that have been developed. They also gave their own equation based on their
research, shown in equation 2.7, which gave the flow rate in grams per minute. In equation 2.7,
𝑊 is the flow rate in grams per minute, 𝜌𝑏 is the bulk density of the ore in grams per cubic
centimeter, 𝑔 is the local gravitational acceleration in centimeters per square second, 𝐷0 is the
diameter of the orifice (the hydraulic diameter of the skip was used for work in this thesis) in
centimeters, and 𝑑 is the average diameter of the particles in centimeters [9]. Equation 2.7 was
only for use with cylindrical containers with circular orifices. Another equation was presented,
shown in equation 2.8, which could be used for vessels and orifices of alternate geometry. In
equation 2.8, 𝐷ℎ′ = 𝐷0 − 1.4𝑑, and 𝐴′ is the effective orifice area.
𝑊 = 35𝜌𝑏 √𝑔(𝐷0 − 1.4𝑑)2.5

2.7

𝑊 = 45𝜌𝑏 𝐴′ √𝑔𝐷ℎ′

2.8

Although Beverloo, Leniger and Van De Velde claimed their equations were in good
agreement with the other equations published in the literature, when equations 2.3 and 2.8 were
compared to the empirical flow rate measured from the observations made at the mine, it was
discovered that equation 2.3 was in agreement with the empirical flow rate, whereas equation 2.8
was not. A plot was created to compare these three flow rates and is shown below in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The flow rate given by equation 2.3 shown in blue is close to the empirical flow
rate shown in green. The flow rate given by equation 2.8 shown in red is not close to the
empirical flow rate measured at the salt mine.

Ma, Xiao, Wu and Wang [10] used a Ritz series to mathematically model the vibrations
of a friction hoist skip just after loading was completed. Simulations in MATLAB determined
that the length of the wire rope (from which the skip was hung) and the total mass of the skip
affected the duration and frequency of the oscillations, while the damping only affected the
attenuation rate of the oscillations. In this Ritz series the skip was treated as a centralised mass
that included the skip, wire rope, and ore mass. The power balance of the system was given by
equation 2.9 where 𝐿 is rope length, 𝜌 is the density of the rope, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of
the rope, and 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus of the wire rope. The first two terms in equation 2.9
describe the kinetic energy of the rope and the skip, respectively. The third term describes the
potential energy of the wire rope. The fourth term describes the power consumed by the system,
and the fifth term describes the power input to the system.
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1 𝐿 2
1
1 𝐿
𝜕𝑢 2
2
∫ 𝑢̇ 𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑥 + 𝑚𝑢̇ + ∫ 𝐸𝐴 ( ) 𝑑𝑥 + 𝑐𝑢̇ (𝑎, 𝑡)2 = 𝐹𝑢̇ (𝑎, 𝑡)
2 0
2
2 0
𝜕𝑥

2.9

The Ritz series function is given by equation 2.10, where 𝜙𝑗 (𝑥) is the primary function
at every order which must be linearly independent from each other, 𝑞𝑗 (𝑡) represents the
generalized coordinate for each primary function, and N is the number of spatial dimensions.
N
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = Σj=1
𝜙𝑗 (𝑥)𝑞𝑗 (𝑡)

2.10

By substituting the Ritz series function into equation 2.9, the mass, stiffness and damping
coefficient matrices can be calculated. These are given in equations 2.11 to 2.13. The equation
for the generalized force is given in equation 2.14.
𝐿

𝑀𝑗,𝑛 = ∫ 𝜙𝑗 𝜙𝑛 𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑥 + 𝑚𝜙𝑗 (𝑎)𝜙𝑛 (𝑎)

2.11

0
𝐿

𝑘𝑗,𝑛 = ∫ 𝐸𝐴 (
0

𝑑𝜙𝑗 𝑑𝜙𝑛
) 𝑑𝑥
)(
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑥

2.12

𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 𝑐𝜙𝑗 (𝑎)𝜙𝑛 (𝑎)

2.13

𝑄𝑗 = 𝐹𝜙𝑗 (𝑎)

2.14

The primary function for the Ritz series function is determined by how the system is
supported. Since the skip is supported from above and is free underneath, the primary function is
as shown in equation 2.15. This equation is then substituted into the equations for the mass,
stiffness, damping and force.
(2𝑗 − 1)𝜋𝑥
𝜙𝑗 = sin [
] , 𝑗 = 1,2,3
2𝐿

2.15

This method gave reasonable results in their research, and showed that the Ritz method is
both capable and useful to solve a dynamic problem such as the oscillations of a skip after
loading, unloading, or catching.
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Copeland [11] suggested that the Work-Energy Theorem can also be re-derived for use
with a system containing a variable mass. Newton’s second law for a closed system is as shown
in equation 2.16. From this, the Work-Energy Theorem for a closed system (i.e. a system with no
influx or efflux of mass) can be derived, as shown in equation 2.17.
𝑑
𝑑
( ) 𝑝 = ( ) (𝑚𝑣) = 𝐹
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

2.16

1
1
𝑚𝑣22 − 𝑚𝑣12 = 𝑊
2
2

2.17

In order to properly model the variable mass in the Work-Energy theorem, Newton’s
second law must be adjusted to account for a variable mass. From this, just as equation 2.17 was
found from equation 2.16, the Work-Energy Theorem for a variable mass system can be derived.
Newton’s second law for a variable mass system is as given in equation 2.18, where 𝑢 is the
velocity of the mass entering or leaving the system.
(

𝑑
𝑑𝑚
) (𝑚𝑣) = 𝐹 + 𝑢 ( )
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

2.18

Using equation 2.18, the Work-Energy theorem for a variable mass system was derived
as shown in equation 2.19.
1
1
1
1
𝑚2 𝑣22 − 𝑚1 𝑣12 = 𝑊 + ∫ 𝑢2 𝑑𝑚 − ∫(𝑢 − 𝑣)2 𝑑𝑚
2
2
2
2

2.19

The energy loss term is the last term on the right hand side of equation 2.19. It deals with
the energy loss due to the mass flux. This occurs when two masses collide to form a single mass,
or when one mass divides into multiple masses. This method of modelling the system is useful
for effectively defining how the mass of the ore and skip interact as they separate.

2.1 Chapter Summary
The work of Singh and Moysey was important in order to fully understand the pressures
applied to the skip walls by the ore, and the therefore the necessity of the internal stiffener bands.
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This thesis does make use of the works of Flores, Guillermo and Gil in the analysis and
modelling of the full and small scale systems examined in this thesis. The work of Copeland, and
Ma, Xiao, Wu and Wang demonstrate that the type of system examined in this thesis can be
modelled in several ways; however, neither of these methods was used in this thesis. Instead, the
system was modelled as a single degree of freedom, mass-spring-damper system and will be
described in more detail in Chapter 3. The system will be modelled this way so that applied
forces to the system can be modelled easily.

This thesis expands the current level of understanding of the existing research into the flow of
granular material from vessels and the response of mechanical systems with changing mass. It
will expand upon the work of Flores, Guillermo and Gil by modelling the effects of larger
amplitude oscillations on the flow rate of granular material, and will explore the causes of large
amplitude oscillations experienced by arc gate skips; a topic on which the literature is scarce.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
It is good practice to compare experimental results with computational simulations. For
this thesis, computational simulations were constructed in MATLAB to be compared to the
experimental results and the data collected from the skip at the mine. This chapter will discuss
the data collection procedures at a salt mine, the small scale experimental procedures, the
development of the full and small scale computational simulations, the design of the experimental
apparatus, and the methods used for scaling the experimental apparatus and small scale
computational simulations.

3.1 Full Scale Data Collection
Full scale data collection took place at a salt mine with two arc gate skips operating in
tandem. One three-axis accelerometer (Gulf Coast Data Concepts X6-1A) was placed on the
outside of each skip above the door hinge. The accelerometers were installed during the daily
maintenance and were retrieved during the following daily maintenance. Data were collected
with a sampling frequency of 160 Hz and were written to a microSD card. This was the highest
sampling rate available on the accelerometer. That setting was chosen because the behaviour of
the system was unknown, thus the highest sampling rate yielded the greatest amount of
information. While there was no analog filter onboard the accelerometers used, by visually
inspecting the oscillations at the mine and reviewing the oscillations in the videos recorded of the
skip unloading it was confirmed that the primary oscillation frequency response measured in the
mine site data was not an aliased signal.
The analysis of the mine site data involved grouping the unloading cycles into several
characteristic categories as well as a detailed inspection of each unloading cycle in order to
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catalogue significant waveform parameters.

The analysis of all the unloading cycles gave

insights into the variability in the data collected whereas the analysis of several characteristic
cycles gave more detailed information on those particular unloading cycle shapes.

3.1.1 Analysis of All Unloading Cycles
The analysis of the data collected at the mine progressed in several steps. There were
four ‘pre-processing’ steps carried out in order to prepare the data for detailed analysis. First
each of the data files from the mine was read into MATLAB. Then the maximum positive peak
of each cycle was located and the individual cycles were extracted into vectors with 1000 data
points on either side of the maximum positive peak. These cycles were then saved as individual
comma delimited files, and read by a second program which organised them into a 3D array. A
third program was used to filter each unloading cycle vector, using a customizable time domain
band-pass filter, in the 3D array and write the new filtered vectors into individual comma
delimited files. A fourth program was used to read the filtered comma delimited files into a final
3D array. The band-pass filter used to filter the mine site data was a custom designed filter
created in MATLAB using the fdesign.bandpass function. The filter specifications are given in
Table 3.1 below. The frequencies used to specify the starting and stopping frequencies of the
stop bands were normalized by dividing them by the Nyquist frequency (80 Hz).
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Table 3.1: Values used to design the band-pass filter used to filter the mine site data.
Specification

Value

Frequency at the start of the first stop band

3/80 Hz

Frequency at the start of the pass band

4/80 Hz

Frequency at the end of the pass band

5/80 Hz

Frequency at the end of the second stop band

6/80 Hz

Attenuation in the first stop band

40 dB

Ripple allowed in the pass band

1 dB

Attenuation in the second stop band

40 dB

The detailed analysis program used the output from the pre-processing analysis to acquire
the filtered data. The detailed analysis had five parts which involved the determination of the
following parameters: oscillation amplitude, primary oscillation frequency, average of all the
cycles, average of all the unfiltered cycles, and the damping of the system.
Firstly, the maximum oscillation amplitude of each cycle was found by searching for the
largest positive acceleration value in the acceleration vector for each unloading cycle. Once the
value was found it was written to a separate vector which was plotted for visual analysis. The
average, maximum, and minimum values of the maximum oscillation amplitude vector were
calculated to quantify the variance in the oscillation amplitude of the data collected at the mine.
Knowing the variance in the data would give insight into the variable(s) that were causing the
large amplitude oscillations (i.e. if the variance was large then perhaps there were multiple
variables causing the oscillations, or the variables did not have a constant value).
Next, the unfiltered (raw data) 3D array of cycles was read into MATLAB so the primary
oscillation frequency for each cycle could be found by performing an FFT on each cycle vector.
The data was not windowed prior to performing the FFT. This was because the data started and
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finished at nearly the same value. A section of each frequency spectrum vector was analysed and
the value of the frequency of the largest bar in each spectrum was written to a primary oscillation
frequency vector and was plotted for visual analysis. A section of the vector was used because
the unfiltered cycles were found to occur together with a -1 g (-9.81 m/s2) offset. By taking a
section of the vector the low frequency component was removed and the true primary oscillation
frequency could be found by searching for the maximum value in the vector. The lower limit on
the section of the FFT vector was changed until no offset data points were present on the plot.
The upper limit was also varied to determine if any cycle had a high primary oscillation
frequency. The average, maximum, minimum, and percent difference of the primary oscillation
frequency vector were calculated to quantify the variance in the primary oscillation frequency
response of the mine site data.

A histogram was also created to determine if a Gaussian

distribution existed in the primary oscillation frequency of the cycles. Knowledge of the variance
in the frequency of the oscillations also gave insight into the nature of the variables causing the
oscillations, and the nature of the system.
Next, all of the filtered cycles were averaged together to observe if each unloading cycle
was a partial representation of a typical unloading cycle. The cycles could be averaged because
they were all the same length. The averaging was performed by averaging the first data point in
each unloading cycle, then the second data point, and so on to the end of the unloading cycle
vectors.

The averaged cycle was plotted for visual analysis, and the maximum oscillation

magnitude was determined. A second plot was created to compare the averaged filtered cycle
with a cosine wave that had the amplitude and primary oscillation frequency of the averaged
filtered cycle. A phase shift was also added to the cosine wave to align the two functions. This
permitted easy visual inspection of any change in oscillation frequency of the averaged filtered
cycle, and also allowed for an FFT to be calculated that could be compared to the FFT of the
averaged filtered cycle described below.
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The phase shift of the cosine wave was calculated by measuring the time difference
between the closest peak of the cosine wave and the maximum positive peak of the averaged
filtered cycle. The time difference was used as the phase shift to align the cosine wave with the
maximum positive peak of the averaged filtered cycle.

Figure 3.1: The phase shift for the designed cosine wave was calculated by measuring the
difference between the time indices for the largest peak of the averaged filtered cycle (near
the centre of the figure) and the peak of the designed cosine wave just to the left of the
largest peak of the averaged filtered cycle.

An FFT was also performed on the averaged filtered cycle and the primary oscillation
frequency was found. This FFT was compared to the FFT of the cosine wave and the differences
were analysed. The damping constant of the averaged filtered cycle was also calculated. These
averaged values were used in the full scale computational model and also as the full scale values
in the scaling calculations.
The analysis of the averaged filtered cycle continued by calculating the period between
each pair of consecutive positive peaks to determine if the frequency of the oscillations changed
with time. This was achieved by isolating the unloading cycle oscillations and truncating the
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remaining data, and using the ‘findpeaks’ function in MATLAB to find the positive peaks. The
locations of the peaks were then found in the acceleration vector. The period was found by using
those indices in the time vector and calculating the difference between consecutive pairs. These
periods were recorded in a vector, and the vector was plotted for inspection.
The damping constant of the averaged filtered cycle was also calculated using the
logarithmic decrement method [12]. The second and third positive peak displacements after the
largest positive peak displacement were used to calculate the logarithmic decrement. Figure 3.2
shows which peaks were used. These peaks were chosen because they occurred during the
middle of the steepest part of the downward slope.
Next, all of the unfiltered cycles were averaged together using the same method as for the
filtered cycles, and the averaged unfiltered cycle was plotted for visual analysis. The purpose of
this was to determine if the noise would be eliminated and the resultant cycle would be similar to
the averaged filtered cycle. An FFT was also performed on the averaged unfiltered cycle and the
primary oscillation frequency was found. The damping constant of the averaged unfiltered cycle
was also determined.
Finally, the damping of each individual cycle was calculated using the logarithmic
decrement method [12]. The logarithmic decrement was calculated using the second and third
positive peak displacements after the largest positive peak displacement in each unloading cycle.
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Figure 3.2: The red circles show that the second and third positive peak displacements after
the largest positive peak displacement were used in each unloading cycle to calculate the
damping constant for that unloading cycle.

All of the damping values were plotted to determine the variability in the damping of the
cycles. Then, from all of the damping values calculated the maximum, average, minimum, and
percent difference between the maximum and minimum values were also found.

3.1.2 Analysis of Characteristic Unloading Cycles
The second part of the mine site data analysis involved identifying and analysing two
individual unloading cycles of each characteristic shape.

Figures for the analysis of each

characteristic shape are provided in Appendix A, except for the figures for the symmetrical
diamond cycles which are given in section 4.1.2. All of the cycles were plotted individually and
the figures were analysed to identify cycles that best described each shape. The shape of each
cycle was recorded and the total number of cycles per characteristic shape was determined.
A MATLAB program was written for each characteristic shape to analyse each pair of
characteristic cycles. The programs for all six shapes used the same code, but with their own
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respective unloading cycle numbers and names, therefore only one program will be discussed.
The programs were also set up in two halves, where each unloading cycle was analysed
individually rather than simultaneously; therefore, only the first half of the program will be
discussed since the code was repeated for the second half and the only code that was changed was
the unloading cycle number.
At the beginning of the program the sampling frequency used at the mine (i.e. 160 Hz),
the sampling time interval, and the Nyquist frequency were stated. A section of the data file
containing each characteristic cycle was then read into MATLAB. The vertical axis, in this case
the z axis, was extracted from the data file section and written into a separate vector and was
converted from counts to g’s. To isolate the unloading cycle and discard the excess data the
maximum data point was located and a vector was created with 1000 data points on either side of
the maximum data point. This vector was also multiplied by 9.81 m/s2 to convert from g’s to
m/s2 and written to a file so that it could be read without the previous steps being repeated every
time the program was run. This also greatly reduced the program run time. This procedure was
repeated for the x and y axis data from the mine as well. A time vector was also created to be
plotted versus the data vectors.
The unfiltered data were then plotted to be compared to the filtered data later. An FFT of
the unfiltered data was also performed and the frequency spectrum of the unfiltered data was
plotted for analysis, and the primary oscillation frequency of the system was determined. A
second plot was created zooming in on the primary oscillation frequency response of the cycle
since it was difficult to observe in the above mentioned plot of the frequency spectrum due to the
large amplitude response close to 0 Hz.
The data were then filtered using a MATLAB function that permits the custom design of
a band-pass filter. The unfiltered frequency spectra showed a -1 g offset and also the primary
oscillation frequency range between 4 and 5 Hz. Therefore, a filter was designed to pass
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frequencies between 4 and 6 Hz and the filtered data were plotted to be compared to the
unfiltered data.
The next stage of the analysis focused on calculating the damping constant of the
individual cycle using the logarithmic decrement method described above [12] and the damping
constant was recorded.
An FFT was then performed on the filtered data and the filtered frequency spectrum was
plotted beside the unfiltered frequency spectrum. Following this the two lateral axes (x – front to
back, y – side to side) were filtered with the same filter as used on the z axis.
The total magnitude of the acceleration vector was then calculated by taking the square
root of the sum of the squares of the vectors of the three axes as shown below in equation 3.1,
where 𝑀𝑎𝑔 was the total magnitude vector, and 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 were the x, y, and z axis acceleration
vectors respectively.
𝑀𝑎𝑔 = √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2

3.1

The filtered x, y, and z axis vectors were plotted together in the same figure window to
compare the shape and amplitude of the vectors. The total magnitude vector was also plotted in
this window to compare it with the z axis vector. The z axis vector was then subtracted from the
total magnitude vector and plotted to determine the level of influence the z axis vector had on the
total magnitude vector. This was done to determine if the z axis could be analyzed exclusively,
or if the lateral axes needed to be analyzed as well.
The period between consecutive positive peaks of the unloading cycle were calculated
and plotted to observe if the frequency of the oscillations changed with time. This was done
using the same method described above.
The filtered z axis acceleration data were then converted into displacement data using a
conversion function [13]. The displacement data were then passed through a band-pass filter to
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remove the low frequency carrier wave that resulted from the conversion, and remove the high
frequency noise also. The filtered data were then plotted for analysis.
This was followed by finding the maxima of the filtered acceleration and displacement
data, as well as the primary unloading frequency for the cycle.
The final segment of the analysis of each individual cycle considered a portion of the
large amplitude oscillations. An FFT was performed to obtain the primary oscillation frequency
of the partial cycle to verify that the primary oscillation frequency from the full cycle was for the
large amplitude oscillations and not the pre or post unloading oscillations.
This concluded the analysis of each individual cycle. The same code was used to analyse
all of the characteristic unloading cycles.

3.2 Full Scale Computational Simulations
The system under consideration was chosen to be modelled as a forced-vibration massspring-damper system where the mass would be variable and the force would be calculated based
on the change in momentum of the ore. The computational simulations were created to verify the
experimental results with theory. The model could then be changed to simulate alternate variable
values and compare the results with the experimental results.
To begin developing the model the platform on which the program would be written had
to be chosen. Two programs were considered, Microsoft Excel and MATLAB. MATLAB was
chosen because of its use of vectors, the available built-in functions, ability to write new
functions and programs, and ability to store the data in memory rather than having large
spreadsheets of data. The author was also most familiar and comfortable with programming in
MATLAB. Since the equation of motion (EOM) for the system was a differential equation the
computational model consisted of a function containing the variables and EOM, a second
function to calculate the force applied to the system by the ore, and a program to solve the EOM
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and analyze the results. The applied force used in the program was written as a function which
was called by the EOM function, and the analysis program would call the EOM function using an
ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver. These programs are discussed below.
There were three versions of the computational simulations. The first version modelled
the system as a forced single degree of freedom mass-spring-damper system with a linearly
decreasing mass overlaid with a sinusoidal wave. The second version modelled the system as a
freely oscillating mass-spring-damper system with a linearly decreasing mass. The third version
was modelled the same as the second, but with a linearly decreasing damping constant. The first
version was aimed at trying to replicate the results from the mine site data, and used the
movement of the ore as the source of the applied force. However, the first version of the
simulation was not a realistic mathematical model of the system, considering it used many
additional variables to achieve the similarity in results to the data collected at the mine, as will be
shown in Chapter 4. The second version was a more realistic representation of the system, and
considered that the oscillations resulted from the change in mass acting on the spring. The
second version of the simulation is a better mathematical representation of the system, but lacked
the ability to properly mathematically model some of the variables affecting the system.
Consequently the results for the second version of the simulation were not as similar to the data
from the mine as the results for the first version were. The third version of the system was
created to determine if the change in damping constant would affect the oscillation shape to
create the symmetrical diamond shape seen at the mine. The third version of the simulation is a
different mathematical model from the second version, but was still an improvement from the
first version of the simulation. Figure 3.3 below gives a schematic for how the system was
modelled for each of the three versions of the simulation. The schematic was the same for the
small scale simulations. A third version of the small scale simulation was not created because the
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answer to whether a changing damping value would affect the oscillation shape was given from
the third version of the full scale simulations.

Figure 3.3: These schematics depict how the system was modelled for each version of the
simulation. The same datum, spring constant, and direction of acceleration were used for
each version. The same mass function was used for the second and third versions. A
different mass function was used for the first version. A different damping constant was
used in each version of the simulation. The ground was considered infinitely stiff and
immobile.

3.2.1 Applied Force
The applied force was written as a function. The force was calculated by considering the
change in momentum of the ore inside the skip. Firstly, the height of the payload inside the skip
was calculated as given in equation 3.2, where ℎ is the height of the ore, 𝑚 is the mass of the ore,
𝜌 is the density of the ore, and 𝐴 is the cross sectional area of the skip.
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ℎ=

𝑚
( 𝜌 𝑜𝑟𝑒 )

3.2

𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝐴𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑝

The velocity of the ore was then calculated by taking the derivative of the height vector,
and the derivative of the velocity vector giving the acceleration of the ore. The mass vector was
multiplied by the acceleration vector to get the force vector [7].
The force vector was padded with zeroes so that the vector would be the same length as
the mass vector in the equation of motion function.
The force vector was then returned by the applied force function to be used in the
equation of motion function. Thus by changing the amplitude of the flow rate oscillation the
amplitude of the force vector could be changed.

3.2.2 Equation of Motion
The EOM function calculated the equation of motion of the system. At the start of the
EOM function all of the system variables were listed as given in Table 3.2 and described below.
The mass of the empty skip and the ore payload were taken from a skip schematic
provided by the skip manufacturer. The damping constant used was an arbitrary value. The
deflection of the wire rope was calculated using equation 3.3, where 𝐸 was the Young’s modulus
of the wire rope, 𝐹 was the payload force (294.3 kN), 𝐿 was the length of the wire rope (87 m)
between the skip and the hoist drum, 𝛿 was the deflection of the wire rope, and 𝐴 was the crosssectional metallic area of the wire rope [14].
𝐸=

𝐹𝐿
𝛿𝐴

3.3

The mass per unit length and cross sectional area (metallic area) of the wire rope were
taken from information provided by the rope manufacturer. The length of the wire rope between
the skip and the hoist drum and the number of wire ropes used per skip were taken from
information provided by the mine. The stiffness of the wire rope was calculated using a series of
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equations. Firstly, a force balance was performed on the skip where the spring force was found
equal to the gravitational force as shown in equation 3.4, where 𝑘 is the spring stiffness of the
wire rope, 𝑚 is the mass of the ore payload (the skip mass is not included since the skip mass is
still acting on the spring after unloading is complete), and 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration.
𝑘∗𝛿 = 𝑚∗𝑔

3.4

Equation 3.3 was solved for 𝛿 and substituted into equation 3.4, which was then solved
for 𝑘. In equation 3.5, 𝑁 was the number of wire ropes used per skip.
𝑘=

𝐸𝐴𝑁
𝐿

3.5

The chute floor angle was taken from a skip schematic provided by the skip
manufacturer.

This value was then changed when the simulations were compared to the

experimental results for the alternate chute angles.
The angle factor was multiplied by the applied force and was used to scale the applied
force. It was hypothesised that as the angle of the chute wall became steeper, the vertical
component of the force applied to the skip by the ore would become smaller.

With this

hypothesis, equation 3.6 was derived for the angle factor. It should be noted that MATLAB
operates in radians, so the chute angle used was in radians.
𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 1 − cos(𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑑 )

3.6

The amplitude of the mass fluctuations was chosen to be 175 kg/s. While this was an
arbitrary number this value was justified later using the second version of the computational
simulation, as discussed in section 3.2.2.2 of this thesis. The top left plot of Figure 4.19 shows
the mass function.
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Table 3.2: Variables listed at the beginning of the Equation of Motion function.
Variable Name

Variable Value

Mass of empty skip

8000 kg

Mass of ore payload

30000 kg

Damping constant of system

6*105 kg/s

Modulus of elasticity of wire rope

100 GPa

Mass per unit length of wire rope

15.71 kg/m

Length of wire rope between skip and hoist drum

87 m

Mass of wire rope

1367 kg

Tare mass of skip and wire rope

9367 kg

Cross-sectional area of the wire rope (metallic area)

1806 mm2

Number of wire ropes

1

Stiffness of wire rope

2.076*106 N/m

Angle of the chute floor

40°

Angle factor

𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 1 − cos(𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑑 )

Amplitude of the mass fluctuations

175 kg/s

There were six distinct shapes formed by the oscillations at the mine, as will be discussed
in Chapter 4. These shapes were described as a bell curve, concave diamond, convex diamond,
hexagon, lop-sided diamond, and symmetrical diamond. Each of the shapes was modelled
individually, and could be selected using a switch-case statement. The statement for each shape
began with specifying the unloading time (i.e. the duration of the oscillations) and the frequency
of the oscillations based on the data collected at the mine. The amplification factor specific to
each shape was also specified. The six amplification factors are shown below in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: These are the applied force shape functions. The first and third sections of the
hexagonal shape function and the symmetrical diamond shape function were created using
exponential equations. They were created this way because when combined with the first
order exponential decay of the oscillations of the skip, the resulting oscillations linearly
increased and decreased.

A linear mass flow rate was also specified because granular material flows at a constant
rate when emptying vertically from a container [8]. The linear mass flow rate was calculated by
dividing the initial ore mass by the unloading time for a given shape. This was overlaid with a
sinusoidal wave to represent how the ore was exiting cyclically at the mine. An if-else statement
was used to specify that at the end of the unloading cycle the mass would remain at the value of
the empty skip plus the mass of the rope.

3.2.2.1 Applied Force Equations
The applied force equation for each shape was different and is described in the
subsections below. An amplitude factor equation was written for each shape, and an if-else
statement was used to terminate each amplitude factor equation and set the force vector to zero
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when the time index reached the unloading time for the given characteristic shapes’ unloading
cycle. The applied force function was then called after the amplitude factor equation using the
variable values (i.e. unload time, tare mass, initial ore mass, linear mass flow rate, mass
oscillation amplitude, and mass oscillation frequency) for that specific shape.

3.2.2.1.1 Bell Curve Applied Force Equation
The equation for the amplitude factor for the bell curve shape is given below in equation
3.7, where 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑏 was the bell shaped amplitude factor, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖 𝑏 was the bell shaped
proportionality constant, and 𝑡 was the time index. The applied force function was then called
using the bell curve shape values, and the applied force equation was written using the bell curve
amplitude factor multiplied by the force function output as shown below in equation 3.8.
Individual values were indexed from the applied force function, however since the loop counter 𝑖
was not an integer as required by MATLAB for indexing, the counter was multiplied by the
sampling frequency of the analysis program and converted to an integer using the 𝑖𝑛𝑡32 function
(𝑖𝑛𝑡32 converts a floating point number to an integer, eg. 1.000 to 1). A one (1) was added to the
index since the counter started at zero (0) and the index value must start at one.
𝜋
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑏 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑏 (1 − cos ( 𝑡))
1.5

3.7

𝐹𝑏 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑏 ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)

3.8

3.2.2.1.2 Concave Diamond Applied Force Equation
The equation for the amplitude factor for the concave diamond shape was made from two
arguments of an if-else statement. In these equations, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑑 was the concave diamond shaped
amplitude factor, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑑 was the concave diamond proportionality constant, 𝑡 was the time
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index, and 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑 was the unloading time for the concave diamond shape taken from the
data collected at the mine. These arguments are given in Table 3.3 below.
Table 3.3: Arguments used to create the amplitude factor for the concave diamond shape
and the ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Range
𝑖<

Amplitude Factor Equation
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑑 ∗ 4𝑡 − 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑑

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑
2

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑
≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑
2

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑑 ∗ 4−𝑡+𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑 − 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑑

The applied force equation for the concave diamond shape was written in a similar
fashion to the bell curve shape, using the concave diamond amplitude factor multiplied by the
applied force function as shown in equation 3.9.
𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)

3.9

3.2.2.1.3 Convex Diamond Applied Force Equation
The amplitude factor equation for the convex diamond shape is given in equation 3.10,
where 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑣𝑑 was the convex diamond shape amplitude factor, 𝑎𝑐𝑣𝑑 was the convex diamond
proportionality constant, 𝑏𝑐𝑣𝑑 was the horizontal translation constant, and 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑑 was the vertical
translation constant.
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑣𝑑 = −𝑎𝑐𝑣𝑑 ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑏𝑐𝑣𝑑 )2 + 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑑

3.10

The applied force equation for the convex diamond shape was written similarly to the
other two shapes, using the convex diamond amplitude factor multiplied by the applied force
function as shown in equation 3.11.
𝐹𝑐𝑣𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑣𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)
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3.11

3.2.2.1.4 Hexagonal Applied Force Equation
The amplitude factor equation for the hexagonal shape was created using three arguments
in an if-else statement. In the equations in Table 3.4, 𝐴𝑚𝑝ℎ was the hexagonal amplitude factor,
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ was the hexagonal proportionality constant, 𝑡 was the time index, and 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ was
the unloading time for the hexagonal shape taken from the data collected at the mine.
Table 3.4: Arguments used to create the amplitude factor for the hexagonal shape and the
ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Range
𝑖<

Amplitude Factor Equation
𝐴𝑚𝑝ℎ = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ ∗ 2𝑡 − 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
3

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
2
≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
3
3
2
𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
3

𝐴𝑚𝑝ℎ = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ ∗ 2

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
3

− 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ
2

𝐴𝑚𝑝ℎ = 1 − [𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ ∗ 2𝑡−𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ ∗3 ] + 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ
∗2

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒ℎ
3

− 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖ℎ

The applied force equation for the hexagonal shape was written in a similar fashion to the
previous shapes, using the hexagonal amplitude factor multiplied by the applied force function as
shown in equation 3.12.
𝐹ℎ = 𝐴𝑚𝑝ℎ ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)

3.12

3.2.2.1.5 Lop-Sided Diamond Applied Force Function
The amplitude factor equation for the lop-sided diamond shape was written using two
arguments in an if-else statement. In the equations given in Table 3.5, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑠𝑑 was the lop-sided
̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑1 was the rate of change in amplitude of the first section, 𝑡 was
diamond amplitude factor, 𝐴𝑚𝑝
̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑2 was the rate of change in amplitude of the second section,
the time index, 𝐴𝑚𝑝
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𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 was the unloading time for the lop-sided diamond shape taken from data
collected at the mine, and 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1 was equal to ¼.
Table 3.5: Arguments used to create the amplitude factor for the lop-sided diamond shape
and the ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Ranger

Amplitude Factor Equation

𝑖 < 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1

̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑1 ∗ 𝑡
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑠𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑

̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑2 ∗ (𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1)
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑠𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝
̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑2 ∗ 𝑡
+ 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑑 − 𝐴𝑚𝑝

̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑1, was calculated using
The rate of change of amplitude of the first section, 𝐴𝑚𝑝
equation 3.13.
̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑1 =
𝐴𝑚𝑝

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑑
𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1

3.13

̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑2 , was calculated using
The rate of change of amplitude for the second section, 𝐴𝑚𝑝
equation 3.14, where 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2 = 1 − 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡1.
̇ 𝑙𝑠𝑑2 =
𝐴𝑚𝑝

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑑
𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2

3.14

The applied force equation for the lop-sided diamond shape was written similarly to the
previous shapes, using the amplitude factor for the lop-sided diamond multiplied by the applied
force function as shown in equation 3.15.
𝐹𝑙𝑠𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)

3.15

3.2.2.1.6 Symmetrical Diamond Applied Force Equation
The amplitude factor equation for the symmetrical diamond shape was written using two
arguments in an if-else statement.

In the equations given in Table 3.6, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑑 was the
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symmetrical diamond amplitude factor, 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑 was the symmetrical diamond proportionality
constant, 𝑡 was the time index, and 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑 was the unloading time for the symmetrical
diamond shape taken from the data collected at the mine.
Table 3.6: Arguments used to create the amplitude factor for the symmetrical diamond
shape and the ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Range
𝑖<

Amplitude Factor Equation
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑 ∗ 2𝑡 − 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑
2

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑
≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑
2

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑑 = 1 − [𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑 ∗ 2𝑡−
∗2

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑
2
]+

𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑑
2

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑

− 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑑

The applied force equation for the symmetrical diamond shape was written similarly to
the previous shapes, using the amplitude factor for the symmetrical diamond multiplied by the
applied force function as shown in equation 3.16.
𝐹𝑠𝑑 = 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝑓𝑢𝑛 (𝑖𝑛𝑡32(𝑖 ∗ 500) + 1)

3.16

After the switch-case statement, the un-damped natural frequency, damping ratio, and
damped natural frequency of the system were calculated. Following this, the equation of motion
was written in standard form and the acceleration vector was isolated, as shown in equation 3.17.
The force vector was multiplied by the angle factor described above at the beginning of section
3.2.2 of this thesis.
𝑥̈ =

−𝑐 ∗ 𝑥̇ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑥 𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝐹
−
+
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

3.17

However, MATLAB only recognizes first order differential equations, so the above
equation must be written as a system of first order differential equations, as shown in equation
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3.18, where 𝑦 = 𝑥̇ , and 𝑦̇ = 𝑥̈ . This matrix was returned by the equation of motion function,
along with the applied force, mass, un-damped natural frequency, damping ratio, and damped
natural frequency vectors so the system could be fully analysed and understood.
𝑦̇ =

−𝑐 ∗ 𝑦 𝑘 ∗ 𝑥 𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝐹
−
+
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

3.18

3.2.2.2 Equation of Motion – Version 2
The second version of the equation of motion function modelled the system differently
from the first version; that is, as an unforced mass-spring-damper system. It considered the
system as a linearly decreasing mass comprised of the skip, wire rope, and payload. This
decreased linearly to the empty skip mass plus the wire rope mass. The system was modelled in
this way because, as is described in sections 4.2.2 and 4.5.2, the changing momentum of the ore
alone cannot provide a great enough force to cause the observed skip oscillations.
There was no force applied to the system in this model because it was considered to
behave as a freely oscillating system and the decreasing payload acting on the spring caused the
oscillations. This model was justified when compared to the experimental results.
The second version used some of the same code from the first version. Many of the
variables listed at the beginning of the function were listed in the second version as well, with the
exception of the angle of the chute floor, the angle factor, the amplitude of the mass fluctuations
and the amplitude proportionality constant. Also, the value of the damping constant of the rope
was changed to the average value of the damping constant calculated from the data collected at
the mine (1.46*104 kg/s).
The mass equation was also different. It was still written using an if-else statement, but
the arguments were different as shown below in Table 3.7.
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The mass flow rate, 𝑚̇, was

calculated by dividing the initial mass of the ore by the average unloading time of the ore
observed at the mine, 9.3 s.
Table 3.7: Arguments used to create the mass equation for the second version of the
Equation of Motion function and the ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Range

Mass Equation

𝑖 < 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒 + 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 − 𝑚̇ ∗ 𝑡

𝑖 > 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒

After the mass equation, the un-damped natural frequency, damping ratio, and damped
natural frequency were calculated, and the equation of motion for the system was written in the
same form as it was for the first version of the Equation of Motion function, less the applied force
term, as shown in equation 3.19.
𝑦̇ =

−𝑐 ∗ 𝑦 𝑘 ∗ 𝑥
−
𝑚
𝑚

3.19

The equation of motion matrix, along with the mass, un-damped natural frequency,
damping ratio, and damped natural frequency vectors were returned by the function.

3.2.2.3 Equation of Motion – Version 3
The third equation of motion used most of the same code from the second version of the
equation of motion. The only difference was that a linearly decreasing damping constant was
used.

The constant started at the average damping constant value found at the mine and

decreased to zero over 9.3 seconds, which was the average unloading time of the ore observed at
the mine. The damping constant equation is given in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8: Arguments used to create the damping constant equation for the third version of
the Equation of Motion function and the ranges over which these arguments were used.
Counter Range

Damping Constant Equation

𝑖 < 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐴𝑚𝑝 = 𝑐𝑟 − 𝑐̇𝑟 ∗ 𝑡

𝑖 ≥ 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐴𝑚𝑝 = 0

The damping constant was then set equal to the 𝐴𝑚𝑝 variable. The un-damped and
damped natural frequencies and the damping ratio were then calculated, and the equation of
motion was written in the same way as it was for the second version of the equation of motion.
The equation of motion matrix, mass, damped and un-damped natural frequencies, damping ratio
and the damping constant were all returned by the program.

3.2.3 Analysis Program
The computational model was developed to validate the experimental results with
theoretical results. Furthermore, the computational model would give a theoretical understanding
of the system, which could help in the development of a solution to minimize the amplitude of the
oscillations.
The computational model made use of a moderate accuracy ODE solver (MATLAB’s
ode45 – this solver makes use of the explicit Runge-Kutta (4, 5) formula. It is a one-step solver.)
to solve the equation of motion. The program began by stating the sampling frequency, sampling
time interval, and run time of the simulation. The initial conditions of the system were then
defined and were set at zero velocity and an initial displacement was calculated using equation
3.4, but solved for 𝛿.
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The time vector was created to run from zero to the designated run time at the specified
sampling rate. This was followed by the ODE solver with the EOM function, initial conditions,
and time vector as inputs to the ODE solver.
The analysis of the data began by plotting the displacement and acceleration vectors.
The displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors were outputs of the ODE solver. These two
figures were plotted in the same figure window for easy comparison.
The rest of the variables that were returned by the equation of motion function were then
written into separate vectors by stepping through the function outputs using a for-loop, and were
then plotted. This permitted verification that the mass and force functions were written and
operating as intended. This also permitted observation of how some of the system properties
changed during unloading, such as the un-damped and damped natural frequencies and the
damping ratio. By observing the difference between the natural frequencies and the applied force
frequencies it could be determined if harmonic excitation was occurring during unloading.
The next section of the program performed an FFT on the displacement, acceleration,
and force vectors to analyze the frequency response of the data and found the primary oscillation
frequency for each vector.
The last section of the program calculated the period between consecutive positive peaks of the
acceleration vector using the same method as described in section 3.1.1.

3.2.3.1 Analysis Program – Version 2
The second version of the analysis program used much of the code from the first version.
The ODE solver inputs were the same as before, with the exception that the second EOM
function was used instead of the first EOM function.
The next difference was that there was no force vector output from the second EOM
function. However, all of the other variables output by the second EOM function were the same
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as the first EOM function. Similarly, in the FFT section of the program, there was no force
vector on which to perform an FFT.
The last part of the second version of the analysis program determined the constant for
the flow rate equation given in equation 3.20 below [7]. In equation 3.20, 𝑘 is a constant
determined experimentally, 𝜌 is the density of the ore, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, and 𝐴 is
the area of the orifice through which the ore flows. By comparing a plot of the theoretical flow
rate to the known flow rate observed at the mine the constant could be determined by changing it
until there was good agreement between the two flow rates. The next step was to calculate the
fluctuation in flow rate of the ore due to the oscillations of the skip using a granular flow rate
equation that gave the flow rate in kilograms per second as shown in equation 3.21 [7]. In
equation 3.21 below, 𝑐 is the flux in the granular flow rate in kilograms per second, 𝑐0 is the
granular flow rate if the container was not accelerating, 𝑎 is the acceleration experienced by the
container, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, and 𝛼 is a constant equal to ½.
1 5
𝑑𝑚
= 𝑘𝜌𝑔2 𝐴4
𝑑𝑡

3.20

𝑎 𝛼
𝑐 = 𝑐0 (1 − )
𝑔

3.21

To test the effect of the oscillations on the overall flow rate, the oscillatory flow rate from
above was subtracted from the linear mass flow rate to get an overall flow rate which was plotted
for visual analysis.

3.2.3.2 Analysis Program – Version 3
The third version of the analysis program used most of the same code from the second
version of the analysis program. The only difference was the addition of the damping constant in
the variables looped over from the output of the equation of motion function. The damping
constant was also plotted for analysis.
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3.3 Scaling of the Experimental Apparatus and Computational Model
The scaling factor used in scaling the experimental apparatus and computational model
was determined based on several criteria. The first of these criteria was that the experimental
skip model had to be small enough to be easily handled by one person. The second criterion was
the experimental skip had to be large enough to be able to easily manipulate the parts inside of the
skip. The third criterion was choosing a scaling factor that resulted in easy measurements (i.e.
measurements close to whole numbers or large fractions). From these criteria, a scaling factor of
1:14.7 was chosen.
The scaling of the system began with geometric similarity, which involved linearly
scaling the skip in all three spatial dimensions by the same factor [15]. All characteristics of the
skip had to be scaled accordingly, such as the surface roughness and fasteners or other protruding
features.

However, for the purposes of these experiments the surface roughness was not

considered since the interior skip walls of the real skip and the experimental skip were both
relatively smooth and made from the same material. Exterior protruding features were omitted to
both reduce the mass of the skip, and because they would have no effect on the flow of ore inside
the skip. The only internal protruding features in the full size skip were the stiffener bands which
were kept and scaled since they could have an effect on the material flow in the experimental
skip.
The second stage of scaling the system was kinematic similarity, in which length and
time scales had to be similar [15], although time scaling was not applicable to this project.
Kinematic similarity also involved scaling velocities and accelerations. The full scale skip
velocity and acceleration values used were taken from the averaged filtered unloading cycle from
the mine site data analysis.
The third stage of scaling the system was dynamic similarity, in which the forces of the
system were scaled [15]. For this system, the forces were scaled by scaling the mass and
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multiplying that by the scaled acceleration. The mass was scaled using equation 3.22, where 𝑚 is
the mass, 𝜌 is the density of the ore, and 𝐿 is the length scale of the ore:
𝑚𝑝
𝜌𝑝 𝐿3𝑝
=
𝑚𝑚 𝜌𝑚 𝐿3𝑚

3.22

The density of the full scale and model (small scale) were the same value since the same
material used in the full scale skip vibration measurements was used for the experiments. The
thickness of the skip walls were also reduced to account for the volume being reduced by the
cube of the scaling factor, and in an effort to maintain the ratio of mass of the ore to the mass of
the skip.

3.4 Development of Small Scale Computational Model
A small scale computational model was also developed to compare, verify, and gain a
theoretical understanding of the small scale experimental results. Changes made to the skip could
be added to the program to simulate the results, which could then the scaled up to the full scale
skip to simulate the results at the mine. Two versions were created, similar to the full scale
computational model. The first version considered the system to have a linearly decreasing mass
overlaid with a sinusoidal wave as the ore exited the skip, and the change in momentum of the ore
provided the applied force to the skip to cause the large amplitude oscillations. This version was
aimed at representing a scaled version of the full scale model.
The second version was a more realistic model and considered the system to have a
purely linearly decreasing mass from that of the ore plus the skip to that of the skip. The decrease
in mass acting on the spring was considered to create the oscillations.
Much of the code used for the small scale computational model was taken from the full
scale computational model. This section will be laid out similarly to section 3.2, but will only
highlight the differences in the code to avoid repetition.
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3.4.1 Small Scale Applied Force Function
The code used for the small scale applied force function was exactly the same as the code
used for the full scale applied force function, with the exception that the values in the equation
used to calculate the height of the ore in the skip were multiplied by the scaling factor as shown
in equation 3.23. In this equation, 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the mass of the ore used in the small scale skip, 𝜌𝑜𝑟𝑒 is
the density of the ore, 𝐴𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑝 is the cross-sectional area of the full scale skip, 0.0254 is the
conversion factor to convert inches into metres, and 14.7 is the linear geometric scaling factor to
move from the full scale to the small scale.

ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝜌𝑜𝑟𝑒
=
𝐴𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑝 ∗ 0.02542
14.72

3.23

3.4.2 Small Scale Equation of Motion
The small scale equation of motion function calculated the equation of motion for the
system. Similar to the small scale applied force function, the small scale equation of motion
function used some of the same code as the full scale equation of motion function. The following
variables were listed at the beginning of the program.
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Table 3.9: Variables written at the beginning of the small scale equation of motion function.
Variable Name

Variable Value

Scale

14.7

Mass of empty skip

2.52 kg

Mass or initial ore payload

9.44 kg

Damping constant

6*105/scale3 kg/s

Spring stiffness

9618.6 N/m

Angle of chute floor

40°

Angle factor

𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 1 − cos(𝜃𝑟𝑎𝑑 )

Amplitude of mass fluctuations

0.04

The scale variable was the geometric scaling factor and was used to scale the system
variables like the mass, stiffness, and damping constant. The mass of the empty skip was equal to
the mass of the full scale empty skip divided by the cube of the scaling factor as shown in
equation 3.24. The mass of the ore payload was calculated in the same way, as well as the
damping constant.
𝑚𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑝𝑚 =

𝑚𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑝𝑝

3.24

14.73

The spring stiffness was calculated using equation 3.25, where 𝑘𝑚 was the model string
stiffness, 𝑚𝑚 is the model mass, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, and 𝑑0𝑚 is the model initial
displacement.
𝑘𝑚 =

𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑔
𝑑0𝑚

3.25

The value of the angle of the chute floor was unchanged from the full scale value since
the small and full scale skips were similar and thus the angles remained unchanged in the scaling
process.
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Just as in the full scale equation of motion function, the six characteristic shapes were
modelled individually and could be chosen using a switch-case statement. The same code used to
model the shapes in the full scale equation of motion function, described in section 3.2.2.1, was
used here. The only differences were the values of the individual proportionality constants, and
the small scale applied force function was called instead of the full scale applied force function.
After the switch case statement, just as in the full scale equation of motion function, the
un-damped natural frequency, damping ratio, and damped natural frequency were calculated.
Finally, the equation of motion was written in standard form and then divided on both
sides by the mass variable in the same way as was done in the full scale equation of motion
function.

However, since MATLAB only recognizes first order differential equations the

equation of motion was written as a system of first order differential equations, as shown in
equation 3.26 where 𝑦 = 𝑥̇ , and 𝑦̇ = 𝑥̈ .
𝑦̇ =

−𝑐 ∗ 𝑦 𝑘 ∗ 𝑥 𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝐹
−
+
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

3.26

This matrix was then returned by the small scale equation of motion function, along with
the applied force, mass, un-damped natural frequency, damping ratio, and damped natural
frequency.

3.4.2.1 Small Scale Equation of Motion – Version 2
A second version of the small scale equation of motion function was also created similar
to the second version of the full scale equation of motion function. It considered the system to
decrease in mass linearly and oscillate without an applied force. There was no applied force in
this model because the change in mass acting on the spring was considered to cause the
oscillations.
The second version of the small scale equation of motion used some of the same code as
the first version. Only the first five variables in Table 3.9 were used in the second version, and
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the damping constant value was also changed to the average value of the damping constant
calculated from the data collected at the mine but scaled appropriately by dividing it by the cube
of the geometric scaling factor as shown in equation 3.27.
𝑐=

1.46 ∗ 104
14.73

3.27

The mass equation was the same as the equation used in the second version of the full
scale equation of motion as given in Table 3.7. After the mass equation, the un-damped natural
frequency, damping ratio, and damped natural frequency were calculated followed by the
equation of motion for the system which was written in the same form as in the second version of
the full scale equation of motion. It is repeated here for reference.
𝑦̇ =

−𝑐 ∗ 𝑦 𝑘 ∗ 𝑥
−
𝑚
𝑚

3.28

The equation of motion matrix, along with the mass, un-damped natural frequency,
damping ratio, and damped natural frequency vectors were returned by the function.

3.4.3 Small Scale Analysis Program
The small scale computational model was developed to validate the experimental results
with theoretical results. Changes could be made to the model which could then be scaled back up
to the full scale to simulate the results at the mine. The small scale computational model would
also give a theoretical understanding of the system which could help in the development of a
solution to minimize the amplitude of the oscillations.
The small scale computational model used some of the code from the full scale
computational model. The program began with the scaled initial and maximum displacement,
acceleration, mass of the ore and the skip, and spring stiffness. These values were then compared
to the outputs of the program to determine if the program was scaled properly. The sampling
frequency, time interval, initial displacement, and program run time were then stated, along with
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the initial conditions. The relative and absolute tolerances were also added to the ODE solver to
increase accuracy.

The ODE solver used for the small scale computational model was

MATLAB’s ode45 (described above in section 3.2.3).
The displacement, output by the ODE solver, was then plotted for analysis, and the
maximum displacement was found to be compared with the scaled value from the mine site data.
The acceleration vector was then calculated from the velocity vector that was output from the
ODE solver and was plotted for analysis. The maximum acceleration value was then found and
compared to the scaled value from the mine site data.
The other variables returned by the equation of motion function were then written into
separate vectors using the same method that was used in the full scale computational model.
Each of the variables was plotted for analysis to ensure the program was running as intended.
This also permitted an insight into how the system variables changed during the unloading of the
payload.

If the applied force frequency was equal or close to the natural frequency then

resonance could occur.
The next section of the program performed an FFT on the displacement, acceleration and
applied force vectors to analyze their frequency response data, and the primary oscillation
frequency for each vector was determined.
The final section of the program calculated the period between consecutive pairs of
positive peaks of the acceleration vector and plotted the results to determine if the frequency of
the oscillations changed with time. This was done using the same method described in section
3.1.1.

3.4.3.1 Small Scale Analysis Program – Version 2
The second version of the analysis program used much of the code from the first version
of the small scale computational model. MATLAB’s ODE solver ode45 was used again to solve
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the EOM. The same initial conditions and tolerances used in the first version were input into the
ode solver as well.
Another difference was that there was no force vector output from the equation of motion
function. However, all of the other variables output by the equation of motion were the same, and
were plotted for analysis in the same way as the first version of the small scale computational
model. Similarly, in the FFT section of the program only the displacement and acceleration
vectors were analysed in the frequency domain.
The final section of the second version of the small scale computational simulation
calculated the change in flow rate of the ore exiting the skip due to the oscillations. This was
done using a granular flow rate equation and the same process from section 3.2.3.1. The crosssectional area of the skip, and the mass of the ore payload and small scale skip were scaled
accordingly. The flow rate was then calculated using the acceleration output from the ODE
solver and plotted for analysis. This flow rate was then subtracted from the linear mass flow rate
and the result was plotted for analysis.

3.5 Design of Experimental Apparatus
The design of the experimental apparatus covered designing the skip, the frame from
which the skip would be hung, the hopper used to load the skip, and the data collection
equipment. The design of each of these is discussed below.

3.5.1 Skip Design
The design of the skip began with analysing part drawings of the actual skip and
recording measurements and materials used for various parts. Hence, aluminium sheet metal was
used for the skip walls, the same material used at the mine. This would also help to maintain the
coefficient of friction between the ore and skip walls as seen at the mine, avoid rust, and reduce
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the mass of the skip in an attempt to maintain the mass ratio between the skip and the ore
payload. Aluminium stiffener bands were also used, however they were made of bar stock rather
than sheet metal as used at the mine since it would be too difficult to manufacture sheet metal
stiffener bands to scale. The stiffener bands were designed with two holes per side for set screws
to hold the stiffener bands in place inside the skip. Although the stiffener bands were welded to
the walls at the mine, using set screws allowed the stiffener bands to be moved to test various
spacing conditions, and various numbers of stiffener bands. There were three different heights of
stiffener bands created, similar to the mine. The names as used by the manufacturer and the
quantity were as follows: one ‘top’ stiffener band, two ‘upper’ stiffener bands, and eight ‘middle’
stiffener bands.
The main geometry of the skip was maintained as closely as possible during the design of
the skip. However, features on the outside of the skip were not replicated so as to minimize the
mass of the skip. The only internal features present in the skip at the mine were the stiffener
bands, which were kept since they were suspected to have an effect on the oscillations. The
scaling of the skip was based on the criteria of keeping the skip a manageable size, but large
enough to work inside (i.e. to fit a hand inside to adjust parts), as was described in section 3.3.
The roof of the skip was made from a quarter inch piece of aluminium plate so it would
be rigid and not deflect significantly during any part of the experiments. The roof was fastened to
the top of the skip using 6 machine screws and nuts, two per side excluding the front, which
fastened to flanges welded to the walls of the top section of the skip as seen in Figure 3.5. This
ensured that the roof would not become detached from the skip during the experiments. An eye
bolt was attached to the centre of the roof from which the skip was hung using a cable tensioner
and a spring that had a stiffness value close to the required scaled stiffness value (see Figure 3.7).
Four nylon ratchet tie down straps were used to prevent any lateral motion at the top of the skip,
just as the guide rails at the mine prevented lateral motion of the skip. Similarly cables were
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attached closer to the bottom of the skip, described in more detail below, for the same purpose.
One end of each nylon ratchet tie down was looped around a frame vertical post, and the other
end was hooked onto the cable tensioner as seen in Figure 3.6. Tie downs opposite each other
were tightened simultaneously to remove all of the slack until the cable tensioner could not move.
A single axis accelerometer with a magnetic mount was mounted to the roof directly
behind the spring using a washer that was glued to the top side of the roof. A piece of doublesided tape was placed between the accelerometer and the washer to absorb some of the high
frequency vibrations experienced by the system when the door was opened during each
experiment. This is shown in Figure 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.5: (Left) Exploded view showing how the top panel is attached to the skip walls.
This also shows how the eye bolt is attached to the top panel. (Right) The top panel is fully
positioned and attached to the skip walls.
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Figure 3.6: The skip was hung using a cable tensioner and a spring. The cable tensioner
allowed the skip to be adjusted to the proper height relative to the hopper. The ratchet tie
downs can also be seen hooking onto the cable tensioner. In this way they do not interfere
significantly with the vertical motion of the skip, but restrain the horizontal motion.

Figure 3.7: A single axis accelerometer was mounted directly behind the spring to a steel
washer that was glued to the top surface of the roof. A piece of double sided tape was
placed between the accelerometer and the washer to dampen out some of the high frequency
vibrations caused by the door opening.
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The skip was also designed to have a top and a bottom section. The original purpose for
this was to allow for alternate chute designs to be attached and tested. However, instead of
manufacturing multiple bottom sections, inserts were designed to fit inside the bottom section and
rest on the original chute walls to effectively alter the chute angles, as can be seen in Figure 3.8.
The chute floor was held in place using machine screws and nuts that fastened to the bottom outer
side panel and six flanges welded to the chute floor as shown in Figure 3.9. Thus the floor could
be removed and replaced with alternate floors to change the floor angle. The chute inserts and
alternate floors were designed as 5, 10, 15, and 20 degrees steeper than the original chute and
floor angles. The alternate floors were designed around a pivot point located where the door
meets the original floor. In this way the door did not need to be modified to test alternate chute
and floor angles. The alternate floors were all designed with their own unique set of four flanges
welded to the bottom side of the floor. All of these unique flanges matched up to a second set of
holes on the bottom outer side panels to which the floors were attached using machine screws and
nuts. Other doors, aside from the arc gate were considered, but a design constraint posed by the
initial industry partner of this project was to avoid changing the arc gate design, thus only the
alternate chute angle inserts were designed.
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Figure 3.8: (Left) Exploded view showing the chute insert and how it fits into the bottom
section of the skip. (Right) The chute insert is fully positioned in the bottom section of the
skip. The parts of the bottom section of the skip pictured here were welded together, as
were the parts of the chute insert.
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Figure 3.9: Pictured here is the chute floor, seen from the bottom, and the bottom outer side
panels. The flanges can be seen at the right hand side of the figure welded to the chute
floor, and the machine screws and nuts can also be seen. The second set of holes for the
alternate floors can also be seen. The four square holes at the top of the two bottom outer
side panels are the top-bottom connector holes for the round head square neck bolts to hold
the top and bottom sections of the skip together.

The door was connected to the bottom section of the skip using a round head square neck
carriage bolt and a nut on the left and right walls below the chute at the centre of the circle drawn
by the arc gate’s path. Round head square neck carriage bolts were used since a screw driver
could not fit inside to hold a screw in place, and also because the smooth round head would have
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little interference with the flow of the material in the skip. This can be seen in Figure 3.10. The
door bar used to open and close the door was a ¼-20 x 3.5” threaded rod and was held in place
using four nuts, one on either side of the door sides as shown in Figure 3.11. A second ¼-20 x 5”
threaded rod, the door brace bar, was installed on the bottom of the skip. A small plate with a
hole to fit the threaded rod was welded to the bottom back corner of each of the bottom outer side
panels and the rod was held in place using four nuts in the same manner as for the door bar.

Figure 3.10: The skip door is attached to the bottom section of the skip using 10-24 x 0.5”
round head square neck carriage bolts. The door face and the door sides are welded
together.

The door was actuated using two 10” bungee cords and a side quick-release buckle. The
female buckle was fastened to the L-bracket (described below) on the rear top-bottom connector
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plate using a zip tie. The door was closed and the male buckle was connected to the female
buckle. The male buckle was fastened to the door bar using a zip tie and the zip tie was tightened
until the door was held closed. The bungee cords were too long to have the required tension to
open the door, so one cord was looped twice around the door bar, and the second cord was looped
once around the door brace bar. The actuating mechanism had to be contained within the skip so
that little or no external forces, especially in the vertical direction, were applied to the skip during
the experiments.

This design was used because it was simple, reliable, reproducible, and

lightweight.

Figure 3.11: Pictured here is the door opening mechanism. The four nuts on each of the
threaded rods hold the rods in position. The side quick-release buckle is tightly zip tied to
the door bar (upper threaded rod) and also zip tied to the L-bracket above the buckle such
that the door remains closed when the buckle is connected. The two bungee cords give the
tension required to open the door. The steel cables can be seen at the top of the figure
looped through the L-bracket and clamped.
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The top and bottom sections of the skip were held together using connector plates and
four round head square neck carriage bolts per side, two for the top section and two for the
bottom section as shown in Figure 3.12. The side top-bottom connector plates doubled as the
lower skip outer walls, and were used to hold the floor in place as described above and shown in
Figure 3.9.
An L-bracket was welded to the top of each top-bottom connector plate, including the
bottom outer side panels, as seen in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.12. These will be referred to as the
stabilizer brackets. On the horizontal flange of each of the stabilizer brackets a hole was drilled.
It was used to connect a steel cable between the skip and the frame on each side. A steel cable
was looped through the hole on each stabilizer bracket and then clamped as seen in Figure 3.11.
The other end of the steel cable was looped and clamped and a U-bolt was used to connect the
cable to the frame. The cable tension on each side was then adjusted by loosening the frame-side
clamp.

The tension was adjusted to restrain lateral motion as much as possible without

interfering with the vertical motion of the skip. In this way, the cables acted as the guide rails in
the mine that prevented any lateral movement of the skip during unloading, as mentioned with
regards to the nylon ratchet tie downs above.
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Figure 3.12: The top-bottom connector plate connected the top and bottom sections of the
skip together using four round head square neck carriage bolts and nuts. There was one
connector plate on the front and back, and the bottom outer side panels doubled as the topbottom connector plate as seen in Figure 3.9. Also, a stabilizer bracket can be seen on the
top-bottom connector plate.

The top section of the skip was just four walls and the roof. The front and back wall were
wider than the sides, and had holes drilled in them to match up with the flanges welded onto the
side walls. The front and back walls were fastened to the side walls using 10-24 x 0.5” machine
screws and nuts as shown in Figure 3.13. The spacing of the screws ensured that the walls
remained rigidly attached and sealed to each other and would not bow out when the skip was
loaded. For the installation of the stiffener bands, the front wall was removed, and the stiffener
bands were placed inside the skip at the correct locations with the set screws flush with the outer
surface of the stiffener bands as seen in Figure 3.14. A design flaw that was not discovered until
after the skip had been fabricated and assembled caused the lower most stiffener band to be in the
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same positon as the bottom row of round head square neck bolts rendering that stiffener band
location unusable. The front wall was replaced and fastened to the side walls. Then the set
screws were tightened, alternating between the front and back bar of each stiffener band; since the
set screws caused the skip wall to deflect outward this method reduced the deflection to a
minimum and still held the stiffener bands firmly in place.

Figure 3.13: (Left) The front panel was attached to the side panels using machine screws
and nuts as shown; the rear panel is fully attached and positioned. (Right) The four walls
are fully attached.
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Figure 3.14: The stiffener bands can be seen in position inside the skip. The front panel of
the bottom section is removed in this view to see the lowest stiffener band. However, a
design flaw that was not noticed until the skip had been fabricated was that the lowest
stiffener band could not be used in the experiments because it interfered with the bottom
row of round head square neck bolts.
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3.5.2 Frame Design
After the design of the skip was complete the frame was designed which had to be heavy
and rigid so as to not move or vibrate while the skip was unloading. For this reason the frame
was fabricated using 2” square tube steel. The frame had a square base of 900 mm per side, made
from four square tubes welded together, and had an adjustable foot in each corner as seen in
Figure 3.15. Each foot was made from a ½-13 x 1.5” bolt and two ½-13 nuts. One nut was
welded to the bottom of the frame base and the second was threaded onto the bolt. The bolt was
then threaded into the welded nut on the frame base as seen in Figure 3.16. These feet allowed
the frame to be levelled if the floor was uneven. To extend a foot the bolt would be loosened, and
the loose nut would be tightened against the welded nut to prevent the bolt from rotating.

Figure 3.15: This is the base of the frame. Four 2x2” square tube steel bars were welded
together to form a 900x900 mm base. The feet can be seen in the corners, as well as the Lbrackets to which the frame verticals were bolted.
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Figure 3.16: This is one of the frame feet. The top nut was welded to the frame. The bolt
and bottom nut could be loosened, and then the bottom nut could be re-tightened against
the welded nut to achieve the desired height adjustment.

An L-bracket made from 2” wide 12ga steel was welded two inches from each corner of
the base. On the vertical flange of the L-bracket were two bolt holes. The frame verticals were
attached to the base using two ¼-20 x 3” bolts and nuts as shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: The frame verticals were attached to the L-brackets welded to the base using
two ¼-20 x 3” bolts and nuts.

The top of the frame was the same as the base, but with two additional struts off-centred
to support the hopper and a crossbar between them from which the cable tensioner – used to hang
the skip – was hung using an eye bolt. This is shown in Figure 3.18. The top of the frame was
attached to the frame verticals in the same manner as the base.
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Figure 3.18: This is the frame top, seen from the bottom. The L-brackets were welded to
the frame, similar to the L-brackets on the frame base. The frame verticals attached in the
same manner to the frame top as to the base. The eye bolt can also be seen in the centre of
the figure. This is where the cable tensioner was hung. The hopper was attached to the top
using ¼-20 x 3” cap screws and nuts.

To make the frame more rigid and prevent any twisting from occurring, diagonal supports
were added to the outsides of three of the walls. The two supports on the side were attached
using the innermost bolts from opposite corners of the frame. The support on the back side of the
frame used a separate pair of bolts closer to the middle of the frame verticals. It was attached in
the opposite direction to achieve the most rigid frame. This is shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: The three diagonal supports are shown in this figure. The left and rear
supports are attached in opposite directions for superior rigidity. The 2x2” 90° 12 gauge
steel angle iron crossbars can also be seen. These were used to anchor the steel cables
connected to the skip.

At the height of the stabilizer brackets, a 2x2” 90° 12 gauge steel angle iron crossbar was
bolted to the frame on all four sides. A hole was drilled in the centre of the horizontal flange on
each crossbar to which the steel cables, which were connected to the stabilizer brackets on the
skip, were anchored. This can also be seen in Figure 3.19.
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3.5.3 Hopper Design
A hopper was designed to mimic the conditions under which the skip was loaded at the
mine. The hopper was designed with angled walls to direct the ore into the hopper’s chute. The
description of the loading cycle at the mine stated that the ore exited the chute with enough
velocity to hit the rear wall of the skip before falling down, thus the hopper chute was designed
with a steep angle to give the ore a sufficient velocity to hit the rear wall of the skip. A vertical
sliding gate was added to the chute to release the ore. The top half of the gate was wider than the
bottom half of the gate. The extra width fit into slots on the chute walls to hold the door in
position. This can be seen in Figure 3.20. The hopper was attached to the frame using four ¼-20
x 3” bolts and nuts as can be seen in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Pictured here is the hopper. The bolt holes used to attach the hopper to the
frame can be seen in the top of the left and right figures. (Left) The vertical sliding gate can
be seen. (Right) The sloping hopper walls helped to direct all of the ore into the chute
quickly and prevent any ore from getting stuck.
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3.5.4 Recording Equipment
A PCB Piezotronics piezoelectric shear accelerometer with a magnetic mount was used to
measure the accelerations of the skip. The accelerometer had a sensitivity of 104.3 mV/g and a
frequency range of 1-4000 Hz. The accelerometer was attached to the roof of the skip using a
steel washer glued to the roof of the skip directly behind the eye bolt used to hang the skip as
shown in Figure 3.7. The cable was run over the frame and zip-tied in place with enough slack
such that the cable did not apply a force to the skip while the skip was unloading. The cable was
connected to a data collector equipped with an analog filter to prevent aliasing, the LDS Dactron
Photon II, which was then connected to a laptop. The data collection program used was RT Pro
Photon 6.21. A specific collection program was made and used with each experiment. The data
collection frequency was set at 320 Hz.

The sensitivity of the accelerometer and the

measurement unit were also added to the program.

3.6 Experimental Procedures
This section will cover the experimental procedures used in the small scale experiments
as well as the high speed camera experiments.

3.6.1 Small Scale Experimental Procedure
The first step in the small scale experimental procedure was verifying that the
experimental apparatus was level and each of the four feet on the frame base was firmly on the
ground so that the frame would not move during the unloading. Next, a bucket was placed on a
scale and the scale was tared. Ore from the mine was then poured slowly into the bucket until the
scale read the mass calculated for the small scale experiments (9.444 kg). This was repeated with
fine grain sea salt purchased from a store which had grain sizes at the scale of the small scale
skip. Both samples of ore were kept in their own sealed containers. These steps were only done
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before the first experiment since the apparatus was not moved once it was in place, and the same
bucket of large or fine grain ore was used with each respective set of experiments. The rest of the
experimental procedures were repeated with each experiment.
The laptop was started and the recording program was started and prepared to begin
recording data. The skip door was then closed and the quick release buckle was connected.
The next step was to load the hopper with either the large or fine grain ore. The large
grain ore experiments were performed and completed first. Once the hopper was loaded the
bucket was placed beneath and slightly in front of the skip (the bucket was moved forward
because the ore was exiting on an angle). The hopper door was then raised and the skip was
loaded. When the hopper was empty the hopper door was replaced, and any ore that did not enter
the skip was caught by the bucket which was then loaded into the hopper and the loading process
was repeated. Considering the ore from the mine was used and hence the density of the ore was
not scaled, the mass of the ore that the skip could contain was less than the calculated scaled
mass. This was noted in the experiment logs.
Once the loading was complete the skip was brought to a rest since the loading caused the
skip to oscillate. The recording was started and several seconds of the system at rest were
recorded before the door was triggered. The door was then triggered by disconnecting the quick
release buckle quickly, without moving the skip. The skip was then allowed to empty and
oscillate freely. The recording was continued until the oscillations were damped out. The
recording was then stopped. The recorded signal was exported from the recording program to
Microsoft Excel so that it could be read and analysed by MATLAB. This marked the end of the
experiment.
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3.6.2 High Speed Camera Experiments
A high speed camera was used to capture the events inside of the skip, and the behaviour
of the skip in detail to facilitate a greater understanding of how the ore interacted with the skip
walls, the stiffener bands, as well as how the individual grains interacted together.
The procedure used for the high speed camera experiments included all of the steps
outlined in the above section, but also included steps pertaining to the collection of high speed
camera footage. The above steps will not be repeated here, but their position within the high
speed camera procedure relative to the small scale experimental procedure will be indicated.
The preliminary setup began with setting up the computer used to record the high speed
camera footage. The program used to record the footage was Photron FASTCAM Viewer. The
program was set up with a start and end trigger. The start trigger would start the camera
continuously recording footage. The end trigger would stop the recording and the camera would
keep the last several seconds of footage. This way when the ore moved off of the screen the
recording was stopped and the footage of the skip unloading was recorded. This was necessary
because the camera had a small internal memory which could only record several seconds of
video.
The skip was disconnected from the frame, and the top front aluminium panel was
switched for a LEXAN panel of the same dimensions. This way the camera could see inside the
skip. The skip was then reconnected to the frame. The camera frame size was set at 1024x1024
with a frame rate of 1000 fps (frames per second).
The camera was placed on a table in front of the skip and situated approximately 0.6 m
away, such that the skip filled the frame. The camera was at a height such that the camera could
see the top half of the top-bottom connector panel and the bottom of the fifth lowest stiffener
band. It was placed at this height because the top-bottom connector panel gave an easy reference
to see how much the skip was moving during the unloading, and also gave the longest duration of
the ore moving past the camera. This also allowed for multiple stiffener bands to be in the frame,
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and the opportunity for the camera to capture the last of the ore leaving the skip which gave
important insights as discussed in Chapter 4.
High powered lamps were situated around the skip to give additional light to brighten the
frame. The lamps were connected to a transformer so their brightness could be varied to achieve
the best results in the video footage. This setup is shown in Figure 3.21 below.
The rest of the high speed camera experimental procedure was repeated with each
experiment. When the skip was ready to be loaded the high speed camera recording was started.
Several seconds were recorded to be sure the skip was at rest. The hopper door was then raised
and the skip was loaded. As soon as the last of the ore was loaded the camera recording was
stopped and the hopper door was replaced. The desired camera footage was then selected and
saved.

Figure 3.21: Pictured here is the experimental apparatus with the high speed camera
equipment. The camera can be seen on the right hand side of the figure, and to the right of
the camera is the high powered lamp. The transformer is near the bottom of the figure
behind the table leg.
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The skip was then brought to rest and the camera recording program was prepared to
record again. The accelerometer recording program and the high speed recording program were
then started. Several seconds were recorded to be sure the skip was at rest. The skip door was
then triggered. As soon as the ore left the frame the camera recording was stopped and the
desired footage was selected and saved.
This procedure was repeated with the camera positioned further away from the skip, at
1.64 m, to capture the whole front panel in the frame. The frame rate was increased to 2000 fps
and the frame size was decreased to 256x1024. This gave a longer recording time of the ore
exiting the skip and thus more information on how it moved within the skip.
Experiments with the stiffener bands removed were also conducted with the same
procedure and the camera at the same two distances listed above.

This allowed for the

observation of how the ore moved within the skip without the stiffener bands.

3.7 Experimental Analysis Programs
For the experimental analysis programs, the same code was used to analyse each set of
experiments. With each program the variable numbers were changed to match the experiment
numbers for the experiments analysed in the program.
To reduce the run time of each analysis program a filtering program was written to filter
all of the data and write it to a file. All of the experimental data files were read into a twodimensional array. Each experimental data file was then filtered using a pass-band filter. Four
different pass-bands were used: 4-5 Hz, 5-6 Hz, 4-6 Hz, and 4.5-5.5 Hz. Filtered files were
written into a folder specifically for that pass-band.
The analysis program then read the unfiltered and filtered data files for a given set of
experiments. A time vector was created to be plotted against the acceleration data.
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Each of the raw data files were plotted to visually analyse the data and observe any
trends. The ten plots were divided between two figures. The same was done for the filtered data
files. The maximum acceleration in each experiment was found, and the values were displayed in
the command window to be recorded in an Excel file for comparison to other experiments.
The filtered data were then converted into displacement data and passed through a passband filter to remove the low frequency carrier wave that resulted from the data conversion
program [13]. Each displacement vector was plotted, and the ten plots were again divided
between two figures. The maximum peak to peak displacement for each cycle was calculated and
displayed in the command window to be recorded in an Excel file for comparison to other
experiments.
The frequency spectrum for each cycle was then found by performing an FFT on the
filtered data for each experiment.

No windows were applied to the data because the raw

experimental data had an impulse-type response. Therefore, if a non-rectangular window was
applied to the data then valuable information in the data would be lost. The spectra were plotted
showing between 0 and 20 Hz, and were divided between two figures as with the raw and filtered
data files. The primary oscillation frequency was then found for each spectrum and displayed in
the command window to be recorded in an Excel file for comparison to other experiments.
The Excel program recorded the peak amplitude for each experiment for each pass-band
and also the primary oscillation frequency for each experiment. Averages were calculated for the
peak amplitude and primary oscillation frequency for each set of experiments. Plots were then
created in the Excel file to compare the individual peak amplitudes and averaged peak amplitudes
of the experiments for each variable tested to determine if trends existed in the data.
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3.8 Summary
This chapter discussed the methods and procedures used to design the computational
simulations for the full and small scale skips and the programs to analyse the data collected at the
salt mine and the small scale experiments. The design of the experimental apparatus was also
discussed, as well as the scaling procedures for the small scale simulations and the experimental
apparatus. Finally, the experimental procedures used for the small scale experiments and the high
speed camera experiments were covered.
The following chapter will discuss the results given by the programs and experiments
discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
This chapter will discuss the results from both the large and small scale experiments and
simulations performed using the methodology described in the previous chapter. The large and
small scale experiments both gave intriguing insights into the nature of, and the cause of the
oscillations. The high speed camera experiments also revealed some important discoveries. The
discussion will begin with the results from the mine site data, and then move on to the results
from the first, second, and third versions of the full scale simulations. The discussion will then
progress to the results from the small scale experiments and the results from the first and second
versions of the small scale simulations. The chapter will finish with the results from the high
speed camera experiments.

4.1 Mine Site Data Results
This section will cover the results from the mine site data obtained from the programs
written to analyse all of the unloading cycles and the characteristic unloading cycles, which were
described in the previous chapter.

4.1.1 Results from Analysis of All Unloading Cycles
The analysis of all of the unloading cycles gave insight into the variance in the data. The
first section of the analysis focused on finding the maximum acceleration of each of the cycles
recorded at the mine. The analysis revealed there was a wide variation in the peak acceleration
amplitude between unloading cycles as shown in Figure 4.1 below. The average of the maxima
was found to be 6.2 m/s2. The percent difference between the maximum and minimum values of
the cluster was calculated to be 101.60% where the cluster was considered to be between 2.5 and
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9 m/s2, while the percent difference between the absolute maximum and minimum values, 9.8
m/s2 and 0.38 m/s2 respectively, was 185.02% [16]. This variation in the peak acceleration
amplitude suggests that there are multiple variables contributing to the cause of the oscillations,
and that the combination and contribution of these variables changes with each unloading cycle.

Figure 4.1: The peak acceleration amplitude for each unloading cycle is shown here. This
suggests that there is not one single variable causing the oscillations but several variables
that are not constant between cycles.

The distribution of peak amplitudes was plotted in a histogram in Figure 4.2. The large
difference between adjacent bins (i.e. the plot is not a well-behaved Gaussian distribution curve)
suggests the variables contributing to the oscillations are uncoupled.
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of the peak acceleration magnitudes is shown above. The
general distribution is Gaussian, however there are significant differences between adjacent
bins which suggest that the variables contributing to the oscillations are uncoupled.

The next stage of the analysis involved finding the primary oscillation frequency of each
unfiltered cycle. These were plotted together in Figure 4.3, which is similar to the plot for all of
the cycle maxima. This plot showed that the primary oscillation frequency for all of the cycles
ranged between 4.1 Hz and 5.2 Hz with an average of 4.7 Hz and a percent difference between
the maximum and minimum values of 23.33%. This revealed that the oscillation frequency was
relatively consistent between cycles (i.e. the variance in the frequency was smaller than the
variance in the peak amplitude).
A histogram was also created to determine if a Gaussian distribution existed in the
primary oscillation frequency of the cycles as shown in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that a Gaussian
distribution does exist in the data. This highlights the fact that the system is being excited at
approximately the same frequency during each unloading cycle. But given the variability in the
peak amplitude of the cycles and therefore the inconsistency in the variables between the
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unloading cycles, the Gaussian distribution in the frequency response data means the frequency
the system is oscillating at, is a system property and not an applied force frequency.

Figure 4.3: The primary oscillation frequency of each unfiltered cycle is shown here. The
unfiltered cycles were used to avoid losing information.

Figure 4.4: The distribution of the primary oscillation frequencies is shown here.

A

Gaussian distribution is visible which indicates that the frequency of the oscillations is a
system property and not due to the frequency of an externally applied cyclic force.
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The next stage in the analysis was to average all the time domain filtered unloading cycles
together. The program written to isolate the unloading cycles from the raw mine site data found
the peak amplitude data point of each unloading cycle and took 1000 data points on either side of
that data point. Therefore, the peak amplitude of each cycle was aligned in the averaging of the
cycles. The averaged cycle had a symmetrical diamond shape with a peak oscillation amplitude
of 5.8 m/s2 and primary oscillation frequency of 4.7 Hz. The damping constant for the averaged
cycle was calculated to be 1.7*104 kg/s. The primary oscillation frequency was quite close to the
calculated average from above, 4.7 Hz, with a percent difference of only 1.93%. The reason for
this difference in values is due to the methods by which they were calculated. The average
primary oscillation frequency was calculated using the primary oscillation frequency for each
unfiltered cycle measured at the mine while the primary oscillation frequency for the averaged
time domain filtered cycle was found by averaging all the time domain filtered cycles together
and finding the primary oscillation frequency. The averaged cycle is shown in Figure 4.5.
It should be noted that, as will be discussed below in section 4.2.2 and section 4.5.2, the
system can best be modelled as a freely oscillating mass-spring-damper system, so it is
permissible to calculate the damping constant of the system from the data collected at the mine.
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Figure 4.5: The average of all the time domain filtered cycles is shown here. The oscillations
form a symmetrical diamond shape, the most common shape observed from the mine site
data. The peak amplitude matched the average value calculated from the mine site data,
and the primary oscillation frequency was similar to the average value calculated from the
mine site data.

An important discovery was made when comparing the duration of the oscillations of the
averaged cycle to the average unloading time of the ore recorded at the mine. Video footage
recorded at the mine showed the ore taking an average of 9.3 seconds to unload, whereas the
oscillations of the averaged cycle lasted for only approximately 5.0 seconds. This supports the
theory that the system is acting as a single degree of freedom freely oscillating mass-springdamper system where the oscillations are caused by the linearly decreasing change in mass acting
on the spring. When the ore begins to unload the system responds as an unforced, underdamped
system. This theory is also supported by the small scale experimental results and the second
version of the full and small scale computational simulations.
The analysis of the averaged time domain filtered cycle continued with a cosine wave that
was created with an amplitude and frequency equal to those of the averaged time domain filtered
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cycle. This allowed for any change in oscillation frequency during the course of one unloading
cycle to be easily detected as is shown in Figure 4.6. It can be seen that at the beginning of the
averaged filtered cycle the primary oscillation frequency is lower than (longer in wavelength) the
cosine wave. During the middle of the cycle the two waves are aligned (same wavelength).
Then, after approximately the 7.5 second mark on the plot the primary oscillation frequency of
the averaged time domain filtered cycle becomes slightly higher (shorter in wavelength) than the
cosine wave. This is reinforced by calculating the period between each consecutive pair of
positive peaks of the averaged filtered cycle, as shown in Figure 4.9. This behaviour is expected
since the frequency of oscillations must be lower for a large mass object (like a fully loaded skip)
compared to lower mass objects (like an empty skip).

Figure 4.6: Shown here is a comparison between the averaged time domain filtered cycle
and the cosine wave created with the amplitude and frequency of the averaged time domain
filtered cycle. The oscillation frequency of the averaged time domain filtered cycle remains
approximately constant until about the 7.5 second mark when the frequency of the
oscillations increases.
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An FFT was also performed on the averaged time domain filtered cycle to ensure the filter
was operating as intended, and also to analyse the filtered frequency response. The frequency
response did not have one clear peak response, but rather a response over a range of frequencies
as shown in Figure 4.7. By comparing the frequency spectrum of the averaged time domain
filtered cycle to the frequency spectrum of the cosine wave it is clear that the oscillations are
increasing in frequency during the measurement/calculation interval.

The period between

consecutive pairs of positive peaks of the acceleration vector were calculated for the
characteristic cycles, and confirmed that the frequency of the oscillations does increase towards
the end of the unloading cycle.

Figure 4.7: This is the frequency response of the averaged time domain filtered cycle. The
primary frequency (i.e. frequency with the largest peak) is 4.7 Hz. The range of frequencies
over which this peak response spans is likely due to the fact that the frequency increases
slightly towards the end of the oscillations.
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Figure 4.8: Shown here is the frequency spectrum of the cosine wave designed with the peak
amplitude and primary oscillation frequency of the averaged time domain filtered cycle.
The spectrum has a much narrower peak response as would be expected from a signal with
a constant amplitude and frequency, unlike the spectrum for the averaged time domain
filtered cycle.

Figure 4.9: The period for each pair of consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector
increases (i.e. the frequency decreases) at the beginning of the cycle and then remains
constant until towards the end of the cycle where the period decreases (i.e. the frequency
increases) as observed in Figure 4.6.
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All of the unfiltered cycles were also averaged together to compare the results of time
synchronous averaging (TSA) to the time domain filter used to filter the cycles individually. The
TSA cycle, shown in Figure 4.10, was less noisy than the original cycles, however was still
noisier than the averaged time domain filtered cycle in Figure 4.5. Furthermore, the -1 g offset
was not averaged out, which made TSA less effective for the mine site data than the time domain
filter. The shape and frequency of the oscillations were similar to the shape and frequency of the
averaged time domain filtered cycle.
The damping constant of the time synchronous averaged cycle was calculated to be
6.8*102 kg/s. This value was nearly half the value of the damping constant for the averaged time
domain filtered cycle. The difference in these values is due to the two filtering methods giving
different results for this data. Considering the time domain filtering gave better results than TSA,
the damping constant calculated from the averaged time domain filtered cycle is more reliable.

Figure 4.10: The time synchronous averaging of all of the cycles resulted in a signal with
reduced noise; however the -1 g offset was not completely removed from the signal by the
averaging. The frequency and shape of the oscillations were similar to the averaged time
domain filtered cycle.
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An FFT was performed on the TSA cycle to analyse the frequency spectrum of the cycle.
The -1 g offset can be seen on the left of Figure 4.11, and the oscillation frequency response can
be seen between 4.0 and 6.0 Hz. Figure 4.12 plots the same spectrum, but zooms in on the
primary oscillation frequency response. The oscillation frequency responses of the averaged time
domain filtered cycle and the TSA cycle are relatively similar, so TSA was effective in removing
the higher frequency noise and isolating the oscillation frequencies.

Figure 4.11: The frequency spectrum of time synchronous averaged cycle shows a peak
response between 4.0 to 6.0 Hz that is relatively similar to the peak response seen in Figure
4.7, however it also shows a strong response for the -1 g offset (far left hand side of plot)
which indicates that the time synchronous averaging technique is not sufficient for filtering
the data from the mine.
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Figure 4.12: Zoomed in view of the primary oscillation frequency response for the TSA
cycle.

The final section of the analysis program for all of the mine site data calculated the
damping constant for every cycle. Each value was plotted on a graph, shown in Figure 4.13, for
visual analysis to determine if any trends existed. The average value was calculated to be 9.8*103
kg/s. The maximum damping constant was 5.9*104 kg/s while the minimum value was 1.3*103
kg/s. The percent difference between the maximum and minimum values was 191.04%. While
this indicates a large variation in the data, a plot of the distribution of the values shows that 93%
of the values are between 1.3*103 kg/s and 1.7*104 kg/s. The variation in the damping between
cycles can be attributed to the change in the multiple variables associated with the oscillations.
These variables will be discussed later in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.13: The damping constant for each cycle is plotted here. While there are some
outliers in the data, the majority of the values are located between 1.3*103 kg/s and 1.7*104
kg/s. The variation in the values can be attributed to changes in the values of the variables
affecting the oscillations.

4.1.2 Results from Analysis of Characteristic Unloading Cycles
The analyses of each of the characteristic unloading cycles gave insight into the
individual unloading cycles, such as the different shapes formed by the oscillations. Twelve
cycles were selected, with two for each of the characteristic shapes – bell curve, concave
diamond, convex diamond, hexagonal, lop-sided diamond, and symmetrical diamond.

The

symmetrical diamond shape comprised 34.11% of the cycles recorded at the mine, nearly double
the percentage of the next most frequent shape. In consideration of this, the results for the first
characteristic symmetrical diamond cycle will be presented here. The number and percentage of
occurrence of each shape observed in the mine site data are given in Table 4.1. The results for
the other characteristic cycles will be given in Appendix A. Each characteristic cycle was
analysed individually to determine why the shapes of the oscillations differed from cycle to cycle.
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Table 4.1: Number of occurrences and percentage for each oscillation shape in the data
collected at the mine.
Shape

Number of Occurrences

Percentage

Bell Curve

38

12.7

Concave Diamond

25

8.36

Convex Diamond

57

19.1

Hexagonal

26

8.7

Lop-sided Diamond

51

17.1

Symmetrical Diamond

102

34.1

The analysis of the first symmetrical diamond cycle involved comparing the pre and post
time domain filtered data, as well as the pre and post time domain filtered frequency spectra. A
second plot of the frequency spectrum of the unfiltered data was created, but with the axes
cropped to isolate the primary oscillation frequency response since the large amplitude of the -1 g
offset made it difficult to clearly observe that response otherwise. Finally, the data was integrated
using a data conversion program to determine the change in displacement of the skip and
compare this to the observations made at the salt mine [13].
The data was filtered using a time domain band-pass filter which passed frequencies
between 4.0 and 6.0 Hz. The improvement in the data can be seen by comparing the upper left
and upper right plots in Figure 4.14 (note the difference in vertical scales). The frequency
spectrum of the unfiltered data is shown in the upper centre plot where the frequency of the -1 g
offset can be seen at the left of the plot and the primary oscillation frequency response can be
seen between 4.0 to 6.0 Hz.

This plot is similar to the frequency spectrum for the time

synchronous averaged cycle shown in Figure 4.11. The bottom left plot shows the time domain
filtered frequency spectrum to verify that the filter is working as intended.
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The bottom centre plot shows the primary oscillation frequency response in the frequency
spectrum of the unfiltered data more clearly.
Finally, the bottom right plot shows the displacement data for the unloading cycle. The
peak to peak displacement of the skip observed at the mine was approximately 2.0 cm. Thus the
2.08 cm difference between the maximum and minimum displacement in the plot is comparable
to the observations from the salt mine.

Figure 4.14: These plots are part of the analysis of the first symmetrical diamond
characteristic unloading cycle.

(Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) frequency

spectrum of unfiltered data, (upper right) filtered data, (lower left) frequency spectrum of
filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of unfiltered data but zoomed in on the
primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right) displacement data integrated using a
data conversion program. Note the difference in vertical scales in the top left and top right
plots.

The next stage of the analysis was to determine which axes were affected by the
oscillations.

In Figure 4.15, the acceleration data for all three axes are given.

The total

magnitude of the vectors was then calculated using the Pythagorean Theorem.
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Based on

comparison between the vertical and horizontal axes alone, it was clear that the vertical axis was
the primary axis of concern. The side-to-side axis had minimal acceleration response during the
unloading period, and the front-to-back axis had a small acceleration response relative to the
vertical axis. To confirm that the vertical axis could be considered solely as the axis of concern
to focus the analysis on, the vertical axis vector was subtracted from the total magnitude vector.
The bottom plot in Figure 4.15 shows no oscillation pattern during the time of unloading, which
confirmed that the vertical axis could be considered solely as the axis affected by the oscillations
of the skip. This makes sense since the skip was tightly constrained in both lateral directions at
the mine and as such would not be able to oscillate in the lateral directions.

Figure 4.15: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction. (Top
centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction.

(Centre)

Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in the vertical scales.

In order to determine if the frequency of the oscillations changed with time, the period of
consecutive pairs of positive peaks of the acceleration vector were calculated and plotted in
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Figure 4.16.

The plot shows that the period between consecutive positive peaks of the

acceleration vector (and therefore frequency of the oscillations) remained constant. However, as
observed with the averaged time domain filtered cycle in Figure 4.9, towards the end of the cycle
the period decreases corresponding to an increase in the frequency of the oscillations. This is
expected for a system whose mass is decreasing with time.

Figure 4.16: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector
remained constant until towards the end of the cycle where the period decreased
corresponding to an increase in frequency of the oscillations.

The last part of the analysis for the first symmetrical diamond cycle was to verify that the
primary unloading frequency of the cycle was from the unloading oscillations and not the pre or
post-unloading oscillations. As is shown in the lower left corner of Figure 4.17, the frequency
spectrum is no different than that of the entire, filtered cycle. Furthermore, the most prominent
frequency from the spectrum of the entire, filtered cycle and the spectrum of the partial cycle
were equal at 4.7 Hz.
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Figure 4.17: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.

The numerical results from the analysis of each of the characteristic cycles are
summarized in Table 4.2. A discussion of the results follows below.
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Table 4.2: The values output from the characteristic cycle analysis programs are summarised below.
Shape

Cycle

Damping

Damping

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum Peak- Primary

Primary

Number

Ratio

Constant

Acceleration

Displacement

to-Peak

Oscillation

Frequency of Partial

(kg/s)

(m/s2)

(m)

Displacement (m)

Frequency (Hz)

Cycle (Hz)

Bell Curve

33.02

7.44*10-2

2.07*104

5.78

7.44*10-3

1.48*10-2

4.7

4.7

Bell Curve

35.07

6.16*10-2

1.72*104

6.04

9.25*10-3

1.54*10-2

4.7

4.6

Concave Diamond

21.09

4.34*10-2

1.21*104

7.98

8.78*10-3

2.02*10-2

4.8

4.7

Concave Diamond

36.01

5.22*10-2

1.46*104

7.06

1.36*10-2

1.76*10-2

4.8

4.7

Convex Diamond

26.03

2.57*10-2

7.16*103

5.67

8.17*10-3

1.49*10-2

4.7

4.6

Convex Diamond

39.05

1.35*10-2

3.75*103

6.17

9.03*10-3

1.61*10-2

4.7

4.6

Hexagonal

20.06

1.56*10-2

4.34*103

7.39

9.08*10-3

1.98*10-2

4.7

4.7

Hexagonal

20.08

8.90*10-3

2.49*103

7.32

8.39*10-3

1.95*10-2

4.7

4.7

Lop-sided Diamond

21.12

4.75*10-2

1.33*104

7.23

1.19*10-2

1.71*10-2

5.0

5.0

Lop-sided Diamond

34.04

2.93*10-2

8.17*103

6.40

5.42*10-3

1.63*10-2

5.0

4.9

Symmetrical Diamond

27.05

3.96*10-2

1.10*104

7.97

1.11*10-2

2.08*10-2

4.7

4.7

Symmetrical Diamond

30.06

4.14*10-2

1.15*104

5.22

5.00*10-3

1.32*10-2

4.7

4.6
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Oscillation

Table 4.2 above shows some of the same patterns observed from the analysis of all of the
unloading cycles. The first observation is that the damping ratios and damping constants change
dramatically between cycles. The maximum acceleration amplitude also changes dramatically
between cycles, as was noticed in Figure 4.1. The maximum displacements also changed a fair
amount between cycles; however, the maximum peak to peak displacement for each cycle was
relatively close to the observations made at the salt mine.
The primary oscillation frequency of the system remained relatively constant and did not
change dramatically between shapes, and in fact several different shapes shared the same primary
oscillation frequency.

The primary oscillation frequency of the partial cycles also closely

matched the respective complete cycle primary oscillation frequency, which confirmed that those
values did represent the frequency of the oscillations.
The frequency spectra for the characteristic cycles were all similar; there were no
significant differences between them that would indicate a reason for a difference in shape of the
cycles. The period calculations for each cycle were also similar, showing an increase in the
frequency of the oscillations at the end of the cycle.
The analysis of the data for the three axes for each cycle concluded that the vertical axis
was the only axis of concern. The data for the side-to-side axis consistently showed minimal
oscillations, and the front-to-back axis showed only minor oscillations relative to the vertical axis.
The plot of the vertical axis vector subtracted from the total magnitude vector confirmed for each
cycle the vertical axis was the only axis of concern.

4.2 Full Scale Computational Results
This section presents and discusses the results for the first, second and third versions of
the full scale computational simulation. As will be shown below, the first version agreed closely
with the data collected at the mine. However, it is a less realistic model than the second version.
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The results from the second version did not agree closely with the mine site data, but it was a
better, more realistic representation of the system. The second version of the simulation was
more realistic than the first version because there were no factors in the equations to force the
values to be closer to the data from the mine. The third version of the simulation was similar to
the second version, but used a linearly decreasing damping constant to determine if a changing
damping constant would affect the shape of the oscillations.

4.2.1 Version 1 Results
The full scale computational simulation results helped to give a better understanding of
the behaviour of the system. The system was modelled as a forced, single degree of freedom
mass-spring-damper system with a variable mass that changed from the mass of the skip with a
full payload to the mass of the empty skip. The goal of the first model of the system was to
replicate the results from the mine site data. This was not a very realistic model because the
model used many extra variables to achieve the similarity between the mine site data and the
simulation results.
Similar to the previous section, only the results for the symmetrical diamond simulation
will be presented while the other results will be given in Appendix A.
The displacement output from the program was filtered and plotted as shown below in
Figure 4.18, along with the acceleration vector. The peak to peak displacement was 1.81*10-2 m,
which is reasonably consistent with the results from the mine. The peak acceleration amplitude
was 8.16 m/s2. The duration of the oscillations was 3.0 seconds, and the frequency of the
oscillations was 4.9 Hz, which were also in good agreement with the mine site data.
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Figure 4.18: (Top) Displacement data for the symmetrical diamond simulation. (Bottom)
Acceleration data for the symmetrical diamond simulation. The two plots are in good
agreement with the data from the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak
acceleration, primary oscillation frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the
oscillations.

To verify that the system was modelled properly and would respond if released from an
initial displacement with no applied force, the applied force was set to zero and the mass
fluctuation amplitude was reduced in the simulation, essentially turning this simulation into the
second version of the simulation. The results were similar to the results of the second version of
the simulation which are given in the following section. The displacement decreased linearly for
the first three seconds due to the dominant linearly decreasing mass function and the acceleration
during that time remained constant.

After the first three seconds the displacement and

acceleration vectors decreased exponentially. This confirmed that the simulation was accurately
depicting the behaviour of the system. When the simulated force was applied to the system, it
became the dominant cause of the oscillations which resulted in the various shapes of the
oscillations. It should be noted that the shaping of the oscillations might also be achieved by the
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moving ore causing a change in the damping constant. The third version of the simulation was
created to determine if this was possible.
The mass and force functions were also plotted to verify that they were programmed as
intended. These plots were accompanied by a plot of the damped and un-damped natural
frequencies versus time and the oscillation frequencies of the characteristic cycles, as well as a
plot of the damping ratio versus time. The plot of the mass function shows the mass decreasing
linearly to the mass of the empty skip. These are all shown in Figure 4.19.
The plot of the natural frequencies shows that they do change with time, as would be
expected of a system with a variable mass. The damped natural frequency shows a value of zero
in the plot, which will be explained below. The frequencies of the characteristic cycles were also
included in the plot to determine if the natural frequency of the system matched, at any time, the
forced oscillation frequencies calculated in the model as that would indicate that resonance could
occur. It is clear in the plot that the un-damped natural frequency never equals the forced
frequencies of the characteristic cycles. Furthermore, based on Figure 4.3 above, the un-damped
natural frequency never equals any oscillation frequency measured at the mine. Therefore,
resonance is not occurring. Since the system is over-damped the damped natural frequency is a
complex vector and the real part of the vector is equal to zero, it is not possible to use this
simulation to predict if the damped natural frequency of the system equals, at any time, the
oscillation frequencies measured at the mine.
The shape and frequency of the force vector were as-designed. It should be noted that the
magnitude of the force vector was unrealistically large for the system and is one reason why the
first version of the computational simulation is less realistic than the second version of the
simulation.
The damping ratio is greater than one, so the system is over-damped. This is due to the
damping constant being slightly greater than the critical damping constant for the system. The
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system was designed this way so that the natural second order response of the system would be
damped out, allowing the forced oscillations to dominate the system response in order to achieve
close similarity between the simulation results and the characteristic cycles from the mine site
data. This damping ratio was then used to calculate the damped natural frequency, which gave a
complex vector. The real part of the complex number was zero. Designing the system as an
over-damped system is a second reason why this version of the simulation is less realistic than the
second version of the simulation.

Figure 4.19: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.

The period for each pair of consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector was once
again calculated to determine if the frequency of the oscillations changed during the simulation.
Miniature peaks due to imperfections in the acceleration vector output by the ODE solver were
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removed from the vector. The plot of the periods in the lower right of Figure 4.20 shows that the
frequency of the oscillations remains relatively constant. This makes sense considering the
applied force, which had a constant frequency, dominated the system response. The periods do
appear to decrease at the end of the simulation where the applied force had less influence over the
simulation. This decrease in period could be attributed to the decrease in mass of the system
which would result in an increase in oscillation frequency.
The final part of the simulation was to analyse the frequency spectrum of the
displacement, acceleration, and applied force vectors. These three plots are shown below in
Figure 4.20. The primary oscillation frequency for each plot was 4.8 Hz which agrees with the
primary oscillation frequency of the characteristic symmetrical diamond cycles measured at the
mine.

Figure 4.20: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.

Miniature peaks resulting from imperfections in the acceleration

vector output by the ODE solver have been removed. While it appears the period changes
drastically, note that the variation in the vertical scale is minimal.
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4.2.2 Version 2 Results
The results for the second version of the full scale computational simulation will be
presented in a similar manner to the results for the first version. In the second version of the
simulation, the system was modelled as a single degree of freedom, unforced mass-spring-damper
system where the mass of the ore decreased linearly. Once the simulation began the mass
decreased linearly to that of the empty skip.
The displacement and the acceleration vectors were plotted in the same figure as shown
in Figure 4.21. The peak to peak displacement was 0.361 m, which was considerably larger than
the observed displacement at the mine. However, the maximum acceleration amplitude was 9.28
m/s2, which was only slightly larger than the largest peak acceleration amplitude measured at the
mine. The primary oscillation frequency for both vectors was 1.3 Hz.
The next stage of the simulation verified that the mass function was operating as
intended. It also plotted the damped and un-damped natural frequencies versus time along with
the frequencies of the characteristic cycles together, and also plotted the damping ratio versus
time. These are all shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.21: (Top) The displacement data output by the analysis program is displayed here.
While the magnitude is too large, it more realistically represents how a system would react
to a linear decrease in mass acting on the spring. (Bottom) The acceleration data is shown
here. The magnitude of the data is slightly greater than the largest peak acceleration in the
data collected at the mine. The primary oscillation frequency for both plots is 1.3 Hz.

The plot of the mass function shows that the mass function was operating as intended,
since the mass decreased linearly once the simulation started.
The plot of the damped and un-damped natural frequencies showed that they increased
non-linearly over the duration of the simulation, both beginning at 1.16 Hz and finishing at 2.37
Hz. This makes sense considering the system variables changed with time. The damping
constant used in this version of the simulation is the average value of the damping constants
calculated from the mine site data, and is thus more realistic than the value used in the first
version. Hence, the damped natural frequency plot is not equal to zero (i.e. the system is underdamped, so the damped natural frequency is not a complex vector). An important observation is
that in this simulation neither the damped nor un-damped natural frequency was equal to any of
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the characteristic cycle oscillation frequencies.

Therefore, resonance did not occur in this

simulation.
The damping ratio plot was also more realistic in this simulation with the use of the
average damping constant from the mine site data.

Figure 4.22: (Top left) This is the plot of the mass function to verify that the mass function
is operating as it was supposed to. (Top right) This plot of the damped and un-damped
natural frequencies and the oscillation frequencies of the characteristic cycles shows that
the resonance cannot occur because neither the damped or un-damped natural frequencies
ever equal the oscillation frequencies from the mine. (Bottom) This is the damping ratio of
the system versus time.

The next results from the second version of the simulation were the frequency spectra for
the displacement and acceleration vectors as shown in Figure 4.23. The frequency response was
similar to the response for the first version of the simulation, as well as the response for the data
from the mine site; however the primary oscillation frequency was lower than that of the mine
site data and the first version of the simulation. The primary oscillation frequencies for the
displacement and acceleration vectors were both 1.3 Hz. The primary oscillation frequency is
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different from that of the first version of the simulation due to the system being designed
differently and therefore responding differently.

Figure 4.23: (Top) The frequency spectrum of the displacement vector for the second
version of the simulation. (Bottom) The frequency spectrum of the acceleration vector for
the second version of the simulation.

The next section of the second version of the simulation calculated the period of
consecutive positive peak pairs of the acceleration vector. The results are plotted in Figure 4.24
and show a steady linear decrease in the period between consecutive positive peak pairs for the
duration of the simulation. This is expected for a freely oscillating system with a linearly
decreasing mass.
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Figure 4.24: The period for each consecutive pair of positive peaks of the acceleration
vector for the second version of the full scale simulation is plotted here. This shows that the
periods linearly decrease over the duration of the simulation corresponding to a steady
increase in the frequency of the oscillations.

The following section of the second version of the simulation calculated the theoretical
flow rate of the system using a granular mass flow equation [7] and compared it to the average
flow rate for the ore observed at the mine. The flow rate from the mine was calculated by timing
the duration of the unloading from several videos of unloading cycles. Knowing that the flow
rate was constant (i.e. ignoring the fluctuations about the constant flow rate) the flow rate was
calculated by dividing the payload by the average unloading time measured from the videos
recorded at the mine. This showed that the granular mass flow equation was a good mathematical
representation of the ore flow rate at the mine. This is shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: The theoretical flow rate equation closely matches the empirical flow rate
determined from the observations made at the mine.

The last section of the second version of the simulation calculated the fluctuations in the
mass flow rate due to the oscillations of the skip and plotted the result. As can be seen in Figure
4.26 the oscillations do have an effect on the flow rate of the ore. However, although the mass is
decreasing linearly overall, the oscillations cause it to increase slightly with each cycle which is
unrealistic. Regardless, from this it can be concluded that the change in momentum of the ore
could be a cause of the oscillations observed at the mine.
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Figure 4.26: (Top) This is the plot of the fluctuations in the mass flow rate due to the
oscillations of the skip. (Bottom) The fluctuating mass flow rate from the top plot is
subtracted from the linear mass flow rate. It is clear that the fluctuating mass flow rate is
affecting the linear flow rate, and consequently the change in momentum of the ore could be
a cause of the oscillations of the skip.

4.2.3 Version 3 Results
The third version of the full scale simulation was designed as a combination between the
first and second versions, with the system being considered as an un-forced mass-spring-damper
system with a linearly decreasing mass. The difference was that the ore was considered to cause
a steady decrease in the damping constant as it unloaded, decreasing from the average damping
constant calculated from the mine site data down to zero over the course of the unloading of the
ore. The purpose of this was to test if a change in the damping constant would affect the shape of
the oscillations such as the symmetrical diamond seen at the mine.
The displacement and acceleration vectors showed that a linearly decreasing damping
constant would not change the displacement and acceleration vectors into any of the shapes
observed at the mine.

The acceleration formed an oscillating hyperbolic curve during the
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unloading cycle with a maximum value of 11.85 m/s2, while the displacement decreased nonlinearly with a maximum peak-to-peak value 0.361 m. These plots are shown in Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.27: Plotted here are the displacement (top) and acceleration (bottom) vectors from
the third version of the full scale simulation.

The displacement vector had a slight

decreasing oscillating curve, while the acceleration vector had an oscillating hyperbolic
curve.

The next stage of the analysis was to verify that the mass function and damping constant
were operating properly, and to analyse the damping ratio and damped and un-damped natural
frequencies. The mass function and damping constant were operating as intended, with both
decreasing linearly. The damping ratio decreased non-linearly from 1.71*10-2 to zero. The
damped and un-damped natural frequencies were nearly equal during the simulation, both starting
at 1.16 Hz, and increased non-linearly to a maximum value of 2.37 Hz for both frequencies. The
characteristic cycle frequencies were plotted for comparison to the damped and un-damped
natural frequencies for the simulation to determine if resonance could occur in this system,
however neither the damped nor un-damped natural frequency ever equalled any of the
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characteristic cycle frequencies, or any frequencies measured at the mine, so resonance would not
occur. All of these plots are shown in Figure 4.28.

Figure 4.28: (Top left) The mass function for the third version of the full scale simulation
was the same as for the second version of the simulation, and was a linearly decreasing
function. (Top right) The damped and un-damped natural frequencies for the third
version of the full scale simulation were nearly equal during the course of the simulation,
but neither ever equalled any of the characteristic cycle frequencies. (Bottom left) The
damping ratio decreased non-linearly from a value of 1.71*10-2 to zero during the
simulation. (Bottom right) The damping constant function for the third version of the
simulation decreased linearly from the average value of the damping constant from the
mine site data to zero over the simulation.

The next section of the simulation analysed the frequency spectra of the displacement and
acceleration vectors. Both vectors had a single peak response in their respective spectra at 1.3
Hz. The spectra, aside from the frequency value of the peak response, looked similar to the
spectra for the previous two versions of the simulation, and also looked similar to the spectrum
for the averaged cycle from the mine site data – except that the peak frequencies are different.
These spectra are shown in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: These are the frequency spectra for the displacement (top) and acceleration
(bottom) vectors for the third version of the full scale simulation.

The final stage of the simulation was to determine the effect of the oscillations on the
flow rate of the ore. The same linear flow rate equation used in the second version of the
simulation was used here. Just as with the previous version of the simulation, the oscillations did
affect the flow rate of the ore. The effect increased non-linearly until the end of the oscillations as
shown in Figure 4.30. The increase in fluctuations of the total mass vector (bottom plot of Figure
4.30) is different from the total mass vector for the second version of the simulations. This is due
to the oscillating hyperbolic acceleration vector. Therefore, the second version of the simulation
is a superior mathematical model compared to the third version of the simulation.
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Figure 4.30: (Top) This is a plot of the fluctuations in flow rate of the ore due to the
oscillations of the skip. (Bottom) This is the total mass flow rate, with the fluctuations due
to the oscillations subtracted from the linear flow rate. It is clear that the fluctuating flow
rate has a considerable effect on the linear flow rate.

4.3 Small Scale Experimental Results
The small scale experiments were designed to be a reasonable small scale approximation
of the actual skip; however, the goal of the experiments was to observe trends in the data and
determine which variables were most heavily contributing to the oscillations, and not focus on
whether the results were perfectly scaled. The reason for this is that the trends would give
important information leading to finding the cause regardless of whether the magnitude of the
results was perfectly scaled.
Several variables were considered and tested in the small scale experiments. These
variables were the angle of the chute walls and floor, the number of the internal stiffener bands,
the ore grain size distribution, and the moisture content of the ore. Due to time constraints all of
the variables could not be tested exhaustively.
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Four alternate chute and floor angles were tested at increments of 5 degrees steeper than
the original angles.
The stiffener bands were tested in the configuration used at the mine, and also with every
other stiffener band removed, and finally with all stiffener bands removed. While many other
configurations may exist, the purpose of these experiments was to determine the level of
influence the stiffener bands exerted over the magnitude of the oscillations.
Two ore grain size distributions were tested in the experiments. The first distribution
tested was that of the ore from the mine. The second distribution tested was that of some fine
grain sea salt (available commercially).
A repeat of the control experiments was conducted in June, while the first set of control
experiments was conducted in April. The ambient humidity level during these two months was
quite different, with the level being higher in June. Great care was taken to prevent the moisture
content of the ore from changing; however the way in which the experiments were conducted
likely resulted in the moisture content changing. The results for these two sets of experiments are
compared to evaluate how a change in moisture content (or at least a change in the relative
humidity of the working environment) of the ore can affect the oscillations.
Before the results for the experiments are presented, the results for the control
experiments using sea salt will be given. The results for the control experiments using sea salt are
used because sea salt was also used with all of the other experiments, since it was at an
appropriate scale to the skip.
The raw data for the 10 control experiments using sea salt were plotted in two figures, as
shown in Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32 below. The raw data for the experiments numbered 111,
113, 116, 117, and 118 show results that are similar in shape to the second version of the full
scale simulation, described in section 4.2.2, as well as the second version of the small scale
simulation as shown in section 4.5.2. This supports the theory that the system acts as a freely
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oscillating linearly decreasing mass. It should be noted that just as there was a large degree of
variability in the data, so too is there a large degree of variability in the experimental results.
It is interesting to note the difference in shape between the unfiltered and filtered
experimental results versus the unfiltered and filtered data from the mine. The unfiltered data
from the mine already resembled the various shapes, unlike the unfiltered experimental data.
This may be because the ore at the mine exits at a different rate from the small scale experiments.
Also, all of the ore may not begin moving at once in the full size skip – some might be stuck for a
brief moment while the rest is moving. And lastly, the doors open at different rates (the door at
the mine opens slower than the door on the experimental apparatus).

Figure 4.31: These are the raw data plots for the first five control experiments using sea
salt. Experiments 111 and 113 (top centre and bottom left) show that the system is reacting
as a freely oscillating linearly decreasing mass.
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Figure 4.32: These are the raw data plots for the last five control experiments using sea salt.
Experiments 116, 117 and 118 (top centre, top right, and bottom left) show that the system
is reacting as a freely oscillating linearly decreasing mass.

The raw data was then filtered using a band-pass filter, passing four different pass-bands
of frequencies, and the peak amplitude for each trial was recorded in Excel for each band of
frequencies. The plots are shown below in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34. Four different passbands were used because there was not a clearly defined primary oscillation frequency response
in the experimental frequency spectra. The four pass-bands were used to thoroughly analyse the
data. The filtered signals appeared most commonly as symmetrical diamond cycles, however the
oscillations for the filtered cycles started before the oscillations in the raw data (i.e. before the
door was triggered). This is likely a side effect of the filtering process and occurred with all of
the filtered data. The oscillations seen before the unloading began in some of the plots were
residual oscillations from when the skip was loaded, and oscillations seen after the unloading was
complete were due to the skip still oscillating. The bottom right plot in Figure 4.34 is the
displacement plot for trial 118. The peak to peak displacement was 0.0023 m.
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Figure 4.33: These are the filtered data plots for the first five control experiments using sea
salt. The band of frequencies passed for these plots was 4-5 Hz. Notice that many of these
plots are of a symmetrical diamond shape.

Figure 4.34: These are the filtered data plots for the last five control experiments with sea
salt. The band of frequencies passed for these plots was 4-5 Hz. The bottom right plot is
the displacement plot for trial 118.
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The raw data was used to calculate the frequency spectra of each cycle. The spectra for
the experiments were different from the spectra for the data collected at the mine, as shown in
Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36. The primary oscillation frequency response is not as clear as in the
mine site spectra, however they are distinguishable. The frequency spectra for the filtered data
were then calculated and are shown below in Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38. The frequency
spectrum for the displacement data calculated using a data conversion program is shown in the
lower right plot of Figure 4.36 [13]. The integration resulted on the data riding on a low
frequency carrier wave, so the integrated data was passed through a band-pass filter to remove the
low frequency wave. The spectrum for the filtered displacement data is shown in Figure 4.38.

Figure 4.35: These are the frequency spectra for the first five control experiments with sea
salt using the raw data.
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Figure 4.36: These are the frequency spectra for the last five control experiments with sea
salt using the raw data.

The bottom right plot is the frequency spectrum of the

displacement data for the ninth control experiment using the displacement data output
from the data conversion program.

The low frequency response is a result of the

integration from acceleration to displacement data.

Figure 4.37: Filtered frequency spectra for the first five control experiments with sea salt
using the filtered data.
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Figure 4.38: Filtered frequency spectra for the last five control experiments with sea salt
using the filtered data. The bottom right plot is the frequency spectrum for the filtered
displacement data for the ninth control experiment. The filtering removed the low
frequency wave.

As mentioned above, the peak acceleration amplitude for each trial was recorded in
Excel. The average peak acceleration amplitude was calculated for each set of experiments, and
plots were created to compare individual peak acceleration amplitudes and average peak
acceleration between sets of experiments for each group of variables (i.e. chute and floor angles,
number of stiffener bands, grain size, and moisture content).

4.3.1 Chute and Floor Angle Experiments
The experiments for the chute and floor angles gave some unexpected results. It was
expected that the ore was applying a cyclic force to the chute walls and floor during the unloading
process, and therefore if the chute walls and floor were steeper the vertical component of that
applied force would become less and the oscillations should therefore subside. However, as
shown in the chart below, the average peak amplitude for the 20° and 15° experiments was
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greater than the average peak amplitude for the control experiments, and the average peak
amplitude for the 10° and 5° experiments was lower than the control.
The increase in the average oscillation amplitude for the 20° and 15° experiments relative
to the control average is likely due to how the ore flows inside of the skip, however the
investigation of how the ore flows was beyond the scope of this project. The increase in
oscillation amplitude is possibly due to the steeper chute walls permitting easier passage through
the chute. If the chute walls were shallower then ore would begin to pile up on the chute walls,
resulting in a higher friction coefficient between the flowing and stationary ore rather than
between the flowing ore and the aluminium walls. This, however, does not explain why the 10°
and 5° experiments had lower average peak amplitudes than the control. It is recommended that
further research be done to determine why the difference in chute angle causes a difference in
average peak amplitude.
The shapes of the unfiltered data for each set of alternate chute angle experiments were
also compared to each other and to the unfiltered data for the control experiments. The unfiltered
data was often a triangle in shape, facing to the right, similar to the raw data for experiment
number 118 shown in Figure 4.32. The primary oscillations were not always clearly visible with
each experiment. The primary oscillations could be easily seen in the 20° and 15° experiments,
while they could not be easily seen in all of the 10° and 5° experiments.
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Table 4.3: This table summarizes how the change in chute wall and floor angle affected the
oscillation amplitude and frequency for four different filter pass-bands. The table shows
that for each pass-band the 20° and 15° results are consistently higher than the control
results, while the 10° results are only slightly higher than the control and the 5° results are
always less than the control.

There is no particular pattern in the average primary

unloading frequencies between the results for the alternate angles or the control
configuration.
Averaged Peak Amplitudes for Different Pass Bands

Average Primary

(m/s2)

Unloading

4.0-5.0 Hz

5.0-6.0 Hz

4.0-6.0 Hz

4.5-5.5 Hz

Frequency

Control

0.527

0.562

0.741

0.628

4.469

20° Insert

0.810

1.266

1.654

1.224

5.625

15° Insert

0.724

1.128

1.451

1.098

5.750

10° Insert

0.509

0.698

0.895

0.720

5.500

5° Insert

0.410

0.555

0.739

0.563

5.688

From these results it is clear that the angle of the chute walls and floor affect the
oscillation magnitude, with the optimum angle being between 5° and 10° steeper than the current
chute walls and floor angles.

4.3.2 Grain Size Experiments
For the grain size experiments, two different granular materials were used. The first
material was ore collected at the mine which had a variation of grain sizes. Since this ore was
from the mine it was not scaled for the small scale skip, and represented the effect of using
relatively large grains at the mine. The second sample was fine grain sea salt, which was at the
correct scale for the apparatus.

Time did not permit extensive testing in this category of
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experiments, so only two different granular materials were used. The skip was used in the control
configuration for each set of experiments to isolate the effect of using the different grain sizes.
The ore from the mine was passed through a rotary splitter which divided the sample into
multiple smaller representative samples. Each sample was then individually placed inside an
electric shaker with 11 sieves of mesh sizes 4, 8, 10, 20, 28, 65, 100, 150, 200, 325, and 400 to
determine the grain size distribution. The electric shaker was left to run for 15 minutes. The
trays were then removed and the ore from each tray was weighed individually and recorded. This
was repeated for three samples of ore. The results are tabulated in Table 4.4. For each sample,
the mass decreases non-linearly decreasing grain size which corresponds to an increasing mesh
size.
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Table 4.4: Grain size mass distributions for three representative samples of ore collected from the mine.
RWPC_002
Mesh Size
+4
-4, +8
-8, +10
-10, +20
-20, +28
-28, +65
-65, +100
-100, +150
-150, +200
-200, +325
-325, +400
-400
Total Mass (g)

Mass (g)

(% Mass)

270.21
195.68
113.09
85.73
23.45
41.84
7.51
5.78
4.8
0.23

36.11
26.15
15.11
11.46
3.13
5.59
1.00
0.77
0.64
0.03

748.32

RWPC_003
%
Cumulative
36.11
62.26
77.37
88.83
91.96
97.55
98.56
99.33
99.97
100.00

Mass (g)

(% Mass)

262.89
212.68
105.89
84.46
22.98
41.80
6.50
8.60
3.50
0.27

35.07
28.37
14.13
11.27
3.07
5.58
0.87
1.15
0.47
0.04

749.57

RWPC_004
%
Cumulative
35.07
63.45
77.57
88.84
91.91
97.48
98.35
99.50
99.96
100.00

Mass (g)

(% Mass)

274.61
206.07
101.47
82.41
23.76
42.80
7.35
5.34
5.86
0.20

36.62
27.48
13.53
10.99
3.17
5.71
0.98
0.71
0.78
0.03

749.87
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%
Cumulative
36.62
64.10
77.63
88.62
91.79
97.50
98.48
99.19
99.97
100.00

The data from the experiments using the mine site ore were noisy, with no clear or
distinct shape or discernable primary oscillation frequency. This was confirmed by the frequency
spectrum for each cycle, which did not show a clear or definite primary oscillation frequency,
unlike the frequency spectra for the data from the mine. This is likely due the fact that the ore is
not to scale for the experiments.
In filtering several different bands of frequencies it was discovered that the experiments
using the mine site ore sample had a greater average peak amplitude than for the fine grain sea
salt experiments. The primary unloading frequency, calculated by performing an FFT on just the
raw unloading cycle data, was also found for each cycle, and the averages of these values were
taken. These results are given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: This table illustrates how the average peak amplitudes for the two sets of
experiments change with different band-pass filters. However, the experiments using the
mine site ore consistently had a greater magnitude than the experiments using the fine grain
salt. The primary unloading frequencies were also different, with the average frequency for
the mine site ore experiments being approximately 1.5 Hz greater than the average
frequency for the fine grain salt.
Averaged Peak Amplitudes for Different Pass Bands

Average Primary

(m/s2)

Unloading

4.0-5.0 Hz

5.0-6.0 Hz

4.0-6.0 Hz

4.5-5.5 Hz

Frequency

Mine Site Ore

0.5316

0.9862

1.0372

0.8557

5.9067

Fine Grain Sea Salt

0.527

0.5615

0.7405

0.6281

4.469

From these results it is clear that grain size has an effect on the oscillations, however it is
not as large of an effect as for the angle of the chute walls and floor.
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4.3.3 Moisture Content Experiments
The previous groups of experiments were conducted in early to mid-April when the
ambient humidity was low. The stiffener band group of experiments (in the following section)
and a repeat of the control experiments were conducted in mid to late June when the ambient
humidity was higher. While great care was taken to store the ore samples in a way that prevented
moisture from being absorbed by the ore, the way in which the experiments were conducted may
have resulted in the ore absorbing moisture and thus changing the moisture content of the ore.
This section presents the results of the control experiments conducted in April and June to show
the difference in the results that could be explained by a difference in moisture content in the ore,
and therefore if the moisture content had an effect on the oscillation amplitude. Fine grain salt
was used in the experiments conducted in June.
The difference in moisture content of the air resulted in a considerable difference in the
amplitude of the oscillations, while there was less of a difference in the average primary
oscillation frequency. Table 4.6 illustrates how large of an effect the difference in moisture
content had on the oscillations.
Table 4.6: The moisture content was the most influential variable over the amplitude of the
oscillations, with the presumed increase in moisture content resulting in an increase in
oscillation amplitude. The average primary unloading frequency was not greatly affected
by the change in moisture content of the air.
Month/ Skip

Averaged Peak Amplitudes for Different Pass Bands

Average Primary

Configuration

(m/s2)

Unloading

4.0-5.0 Hz

5.0-6.0 Hz

4.0-6.0 Hz

4.5-5.5 Hz

Frequency

June/ Control

1.8277

2.251

3.0171

2.4578

5.0939

April/ Control

0.527

0.5615

0.7405

0.6281

4.469
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The shape of the oscillations in the raw data for the June experiments more closely
resembled the data collected at the mine, with a partial diamond shape as shown in Figure 4.39.
This would explain why the shape of the raw data for the other experiments did not look like the
data from the mine; the shape of the oscillations was affected by the suspected difference in
moisture content of the ore. The moisture at the mine was much higher, with large amounts of
condensation occurring. The experiments in June did not see any condensation occurring on any
part of the experimental apparatus.

Figure 4.39: These plots are the raw data for the first five experiments conducted in June.
While the data for the control experiments appeared to be just a triangle in shape, these
results have a partial diamond shape. This suggests that the moisture content affected the
shape of the oscillations.

The frequency spectra for the June experiments had clear, definite primary oscillation
frequency responses, meaning that the primary oscillations were dominant during the unloading.
In comparison to the frequency spectra for the April control experiments the primary oscillation
frequency responses are clearer, which means the oscillations were more dominant, leaving less
opportunity for other oscillations to persist.
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During one experiment, the ore was noticeably clumping together prior to being loaded
into the hopper, which could be explained by an increase in moisture content of the ore. The ore
was then left in the skip to simulate the transit time at the mine. When the door was opened a
small fraction of the ore exited the skip, while the rest was stuck together. The skip had to be
shaken and the walls were struck multiple times before the ore was dislodged. It therefore seems
more likely that the ore is clumping together on its own due to higher moisture content, rather
than the stiffener bands inside the skip causing the ore to clump as was the hypothesis at the start
of the project. Then the majority of the ore exited suddenly and all at once, causing the skip to
experience large oscillations. It should be noted that this experiment was not used as part of the
analysis of the ten control experiments conducted in June.

4.3.4 Number and Spacing of Internal Stiffener Bands
The purpose of this category of experiments was to determine if the number or spacing of
internal stiffener bands had an effect on the oscillations. Two configurations were tested and
compared to the control group of experiments. The first configuration was to remove all of the
stiffener bands to achieve the greatest difference from the control group of experiments. The
second configuration replaced every other stiffener band beginning with the second stiffener band
from the top.
These experiments were conducted in June just before the second set of control
experiments were conducted. These experiments will therefore be compared to the control
experiments conducted in June since the moisture content of the air would be about the same.
The experiments with no stiffener bands (herein referred to as NSB experiments) had the
smallest average peak amplitude, although it was close to the average peak amplitude for the
experiments with half the number of stiffener bands (herein referred to as HSB experiments).
The primary oscillations were easily visible in the raw data (i.e. there was minimal noise), with a
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right-facing triangle. The frequency spectra for the unfiltered data had clear, defined primary
oscillation frequency responses, similar to the spectra for the June control experiments.
The HSB experiments had an average peak amplitude slightly greater than the average
peak amplitude for the NSB experiments. The average primary oscillation frequency was also
comparable to that of the NSB experiments, differing by less than 0.4 Hz. The frequency spectra
for the HSB experiments had clear, defined responses for the primary oscillation frequency, and
the primary oscillations in the unfiltered data were clearly visible, with a similar shape to the raw
data for the NSB experiments.
Interestingly, both the NSB and HSB experiments experienced much lower average peak
amplitudes than the June control experiments, but not a large variation in average primary
oscillation frequency. From these results it is clear that the number, and presence, of the stiffener
bands has a large effect on the oscillation amplitude. This is likely due the increase in effective
friction coefficient between the ore and the skip walls, and also because the ledges of the stiffener
bands would promote clumping in the ore, and provide holds to keep the ore stuck inside the skip.
The ore may then release in segments and break up as it falls, or it may release all at once. Both
scenarios would see an instantaneous change in the mass of the system, causing the system to
oscillate.
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Table 4.7: This table summarizes how the NSB and HSB experiments compared to the June
control experiments. It is clear that the average oscillation amplitude increases with the
number of stiffener bands inside the skip. The frequency, however, is not significantly
affected by the difference in number or spacing of stiffener bands.
Averaged Peak Amplitudes for Different Pass Bands Average Primary
(m/s2)

Unloading

4.0-5.0 Hz

5.0-6.0 Hz

4.0-6.0 Hz

4.5-5.5 Hz

Frequency

Control

1.828

2.251

3.017

2.458

5.094

No Stiffener Bands

1.096

1.399

1.875

1.487

5.5

Half the Number of 1.225

1.404

1.930

1.595

5.125

Stiffener Bands

4.4 High Speed Camera Results
The purpose of the high speed camera experiments was to observe how the ore moved
inside the skip with and without stiffener bands. Acceleration data was still collected for these
experiments, however it cannot be compared with the other results because the skip configuration
was changed – the aluminium front panel was removed and replaced with a LEXAN panel so the
camera could see inside the skip. The friction coefficient would be different between the two
materials, and therefore the results for the high speed camera experiments cannot be compared
with the control experiments performed in April or June.
Experiments were performed using the skip in the control configuration (with the
exception of the LEXAN front panel), and also with no stiffener bands. The results presented
here will focus on the discoveries made from the high speed footage and not the acceleration data.
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4.4.1 With Internal Stiffener Bands
These experiments revealed an important discovery regarding how the ore flowed past the
stiffener bands. When the fine grain ore was used, the ore against the skip wall was held in place
between stiffener bands while the ore in the centre continued to flow. Only when the top of the
payload moved past the space between the stiffener bands did the ore that was against the skip
wall between the stiffener bands begin to move. The velocity profile of the ore appeared similar
to a fluid velocity profile in a pipe, such that the ore in the centre moved faster than the ore at the
walls.
Five experiments were conducted using the ore from the mine site. As mentioned in
section 4.3.2, this sample of ore was not to scale for the skip and thus represented using relatively
large grains in the skip at the mine. In these experiments the ore did not pack as closely together
due to the larger grain sizes. It was therefore possible to see further inside the skip and see the
ore flowing faster in the centre. Some grains against the skip wall in between the stiffener bands
remained in position until the top of the payload moved past, however the grains were not
motionless as was observed with the fine grain salt.

4.4.2 Without Internal Stiffener Bands
These experiments gave insight into how the ore would flow inside the skip if there were
no stiffener bands inside the skip. Unlike in the previous experiments, all the ore flowed
together, but towards the bottom the ore in the centre moved faster (as was also seen at the mine).
The ore at the walls of the skip moved with the rest of the ore, but slightly slower. As the top
surface of the payload approached the chute, the ore against the centre of the front and back walls
began to move faster than the ore at the corners, causing ore to pile up in the corners.
Simultaneously, the ore in the centre of the skip moved the fastest, resulting in a velocity profile
similar to that of a fluid in a pipe.
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The ore in these experiments appeared to exit smoothly without hindrances relative to the
high speed camera experiments with the stiffener bands.

4.5 Small Scale Computational Results
The small scale computational simulations were developed to model the problem and
verify the experimental results.

While reasonable agreement was strived for between the

experiments and the simulations, it was recognised that the variables considered in the
experiments could not be accounted for in this type of single degree of freedom mass-springdamper simulation.
Similar to section 4.2, only the results for the symmetrical diamond simulation will be
presented.

4.5.1 Version1 Results
The goal of these simulations was to replicate the experimental control results. If there
was good agreement, then the simulations could be used to potentially find a cause of the
oscillations.
The symmetrical diamond computational simulation results were in reasonable agreement
with the average experimental control results. The peak acceleration amplitude of the simulation
was 0.69 m/s2 while the average peak acceleration amplitude of the control experiments was 0.53
m/s2. However, the displacement data did not agree. The peak to peak displacement of the
simulation was 0.012 m while the average peak to peak displacement for the control experiments
was 0.0012 m. Therefore, there was reasonable agreement between the average peak amplitude
of the experiments and the peak amplitude of the simulation; however the peak to peak
displacements of the experiments and the simulation not in good agreement. The displacement
and acceleration vectors were plotted and are shown in Figure 4.40. The large displacement and
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acceleration at the beginning of the simulation is due to the system starting from an initial
displacement.

Figure 4.40: These are the displacement (top) and acceleration (bottom) vectors for the
small scale symmetrical diamond simulation. The amplitude of the acceleration vector is in
reasonable agreement with the average peak amplitude of the experiments, however the
peak to peak displacement is an order of magnitude greater than that of the experimental
peak to peak displacement.

As was done with the first version of the full scale simulations to verify that the system
was modelled properly, the applied force and mass fluctuation were set to zero. The results were
similar to those of the second version of the small scale simulation, which are given in the
following section.

The displacement decreased linearly for the first three seconds of the

simulation and the acceleration remained constant. After the first three seconds both vectors
decreased exponentially. This confirmed that the simulation was modelled correctly.
The next stage of the simulation was to verify that the mass function and applied force
functions were operating as intended, and also to analyse the un-damped and damped natural
frequencies, and the damping ratio. The mass function and applied force function, as shown in
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Figure 4.41, were operating properly. The mass function was a linearly decreasing function
overlaid with a sinusoidal wave, as was done in the full scale simulations.
The analysis of the natural frequencies showed that the damped and un-damped natural
frequencies increased non-linearly as the ore exited the skip. The damping ratio was less than
one, so the system was under-damped. The damping constant was scaled from the full scale
version, however the critical damping constant was much higher for this system. Consequently,
while the full scale simulation was over-damped, this simulation was underdamped.

Figure 4.41: (Top left) Shown here is the mass function for the simulation. The sinusoidal
wave overlaid on the decreasing linear function is small in amplitude and is difficult to see
in the figure. (Top right) Shown here are the un-damped and damped natural frequencies.
(Bottom left) This is the applied force vector for the symmetrical diamond simulation.
(Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system increased non-linearly during the
simulation, but remained less than one.

The next section of the first version of the small scale simulation was to analyse the
frequency spectrum of the displacement, acceleration, and force vectors. The frequency spectra
for the acceleration and force vectors were similar to the full scale simulations and the spectra for
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the data collected at the mine, with a primary oscillation frequency of 4.8 Hz. This was in good
agreement with the primary oscillation frequency for the control experiments. The spectra for the
displacement and acceleration vectors have lots of leakage due to the vectors not starting and
ending at the same value. Windows were not applied to these vectors though because important
information would be lost at the beginning of the simulation since the responses are similar to an
impact response (initial large amplitude followed by decrease in amplitude). These three spectra
are plotted in the figure below.

Figure 4.42: (Top left) The frequency spectrum for the displacement vector had a peak
response between at 4.8 Hz. (Top right) The acceleration frequency response was similar to
those for the full scale simulation and the mine site data, with a response at 4.8 Hz. (Bottom
left) The frequency spectrum for the applied force vector had a peak response at 4.8 Hz.

The final section of the first version of the small scale simulation was to measure the
period between consecutive positive peaks in the acceleration vector to determine if the frequency
of the oscillations changed during the simulation. Miniature peaks due to imperfections in the
simulation were removed from the peaks vector for the period calculations. Figure 4.43 shows
that the period between consecutive positive peaks remains relatively constant during the
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simulation. This is due to the constant frequency of the applied force in the simulation, which
dominated the system response. The periods are larger at the beginning of the simulation because
the reaction to the initial displacement (i.e. the frequency of an oscillating system must decrease
if the amplitude of the oscillations is increased while the system has the same input energy). The
periods appear to decrease towards the end of the simulation where the applied force had less
influence over the simulation. Therefore, the decrease in the periods at the end of the simulation
may be attributed to the decrease in mass of the system which would result in an increase in the
oscillation frequency.

Figure 4.43: The period between consecutive positive peaks remained relatively constant
during the simulation due to the dominance over the system response of the applied force
which had a constant frequency. While the plot appears to change drastically, note the
vertical scales. Miniature peaks due to imperfections in the acceleration vector output by
the ODE solver have been removed.

4.5.2 Version 2 Results
The second version of the small scale simulation was aimed at replicating the results of
the unfiltered experimental data, which seemed to be representing a freely oscillating mass135

spring-damper system. While reasonable agreement was strived for between the experimental
data and the simulation, the goal was to achieve trends in the simulation results that mimicked the
data.
The displacement and acceleration vectors were plotted in the same figure.

The

maximum peak to peak displacement was 0.0013 m, and the maximum acceleration was 9.80
m/s2. With this version of the simulation, the acceleration was much greater than the average
peak amplitude of the experiments; however the peak to peak displacement was nearly equal to
the average peak to peak displacement from the control experiments.

The plots for the

displacement and acceleration vectors are shown in Figure 4.44. In the simulation, the mass was
programmed to decrease linearly over 9.3 seconds, the average unloading time of the ore recorded
during the mine site visit. This value was used instead of the much shorter unloading time from
the experiments to keep the full and small scale simulations comparable.

Figure 4.44: These are the displacement (top) and acceleration (bottom) vectors output by
the second version of the small scale simulation.
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The next stage of the simulation was to verify that the mass function was working as
intended, and to analyse the damped and un-damped natural frequencies, and the damping ratio.
The damped and un-damped natural frequencies were similar during the simulation due to the low
damping ratio and increased non-linearly over the duration of the simulation, as did the damping
ratio. The damped and un-damped natural frequencies both started at 4.5 Hz and finished at 9.8
Hz. The damping ratio started at 0.04 and finished at 0.09. The plots for these variables are
given in Figure 4.45.

Figure 4.45: (Top left): The mass flow function for the second version of the small scale
simulation was a linearly decreasing function, beginning with the combined mass of the ore
and the skip and finishing with the mass of the skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies were similar during the simulation, and increased in a
quadratic curve. (Bottom left) The damping ratio for the second version of the small scale
simulation increased in a quadratic curve during the simulation.

The third stage of the simulation was to analyse the frequency spectrum of the
displacement and acceleration vectors. The frequency spectra were similar to those of the second
and third versions of the full scale simulations with clearly defined responses at the primary
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oscillation frequency of 4.8 Hz and 4.9 Hz for the displacement and acceleration vectors,
respectively.

These values were not as accurate as the value for the first version of the

simulation; however it was still in reasonable agreement with the average primary oscillation
frequency for the control experiments. The spectra are shown in Figure 4.46.

Figure 4.46: These are the frequency spectra for the displacement (top) and acceleration
(bottom) vectors for the second version of the small scale simulation.

The primary

oscillation frequencies for the displacement and acceleration vectors were 4.8 Hz and 4.9
Hz, respectively. This was in reasonable agreement with the average primary oscillation
frequency from the control experiments.

The final stage of the second version of the small scale simulation was to analyse the
effect of the oscillations on the linear mass flow rate. The maximum peak to peak difference in
flow rate due to the oscillations was 1.41 kg/s and decreased during the simulation. This
fluctuating flow rate had a clear effect on the linear flow rate as shown in Figure 4.47. The
fluctuations in the resultant flow rate increased until approximately the middle of the simulation
and then decreased. It is therefore plausible that the change in momentum of the ore could
contribute the cause of the oscillations. This is in agreement with the full scale simulation, in that
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the fluctuations in the mass flow rate caused by the oscillations of the skip did affect the linear
flow rate of the ore.

Figure 4.47: (Top) The fluctuations in the mass flow rate due to the oscillations of the skip
for the second version of the small scale simulation. (Bottom) The fluctuating mass flow
rate is subtracted from the linear flow rate to determine the effect of the fluctuating mass
flow rate on the linear mass flow rate.

The last section of the second version of the small scale simulation was to measure the
period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector. Figure 4.48 shows that the
periods decrease linearly during the simulation, which corresponds to a linear increase in
frequency. This is expected behaviour for a system with a linearly decreasing mass acting on a
spring.
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Figure 4.48: Change in period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector
over the duration of the simulation. The plot shows that the periods decrease linearly as the
simulation progresses, indicating that the frequency is increasing.

4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the results of the data collection at the mine and the small scale
experiments were presented. These results were then compared to their respective simulations.
The analysis of the mine site data showed there was a large degree of variability in the peak
oscillation amplitude, but less variation in the primary oscillation frequency. There were also six
characteristic shapes in the oscillations, but the most common of which was the symmetrical
diamond. When all of the data from the mine was averaged together, the oscillations formed a
symmetrical diamond shape and the average damping constant, peak oscillation amplitude and
primary oscillation frequency were calculated to be 9.8*103 kg/s, 6.15 m/s2, and 4.7 Hz
respectively.
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The first version of the full scale simulation had reasonable agreement for the peak
oscillation amplitude, primary oscillation frequency and oscillation shape with the symmetrical
diamond data collected at the mine.
The second version of the simulation modelled the system differently to be more realistic.
The shape and primary oscillation frequency were different from the mine site data; however the
shape was in reasonable agreement with much of the raw data from the small scale experiments,
indicating that this was a better approximation of the system.
The third version of the simulation showed it was not possible for a varying damping
constant to shape the oscillations into the characteristic symmetrical diamond shape seen at the
mine. This version of the simulation was more realistic than the first version, but did not
represent the system as good as the second version.
The small scale experiments showed that the moisture content and the number/ presence
of stiffener bands had the greatest effect on the oscillation magnitude. The angle of the chute
walls and floor had the next greatest effect on the oscillation magnitude, and the grain size
distribution had the least effect. The primary oscillation frequency was not greatly affected by
any variable, and the duration of the oscillations did not significantly change between the sets of
experiments.
The first version of the small scale simulation was a scaled model of the first version of
the full scale simulation. The results from the first version of the small scale simulation were in
reasonable agreement with the average of the control experiments.
The second version of the small scale simulation was a scaled version of the second
version of the full scale simulation. The results from the second version of the small scale
simulation were similar to those from the experiments, indicating that the second version of the
simulation was a better, more realistic model of the experimental apparatus. The shape and
frequency of the simulation were reasonably close to the control experiments, however the
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amplitude and duration of the oscillations were both greater than the amplitude and duration of
the oscillations from the experiments. The simulation was designed to run over 9.3 seconds, the
average unloading time of the ore taken from the videos recorded at the salt mine, to maintain
similarity with the full scale simulation (i.e. if the time scale was changed the similarity between
the simulations would be disrupted).
The high speed camera experiments showed that the fine grain ore against the wall in
between the stiffener bands was held in place until the surface of the payload passed that space,
such that the stiffener bands created a plug-effect. This resulted in ore-on-ore friction within the
mass of ore exiting the skip. The larger grain ore from the mine was not as motionless between
the stiffener bands. When the stiffener bands were removed, all of the ore moved together,
resulting in ore-on-aluminium friction. The ore-on-ore friction likely resulted in a higher friction
coefficient than for the ore-on-aluminium condition. The differences between these coefficients
of friction would likely have an effect on the flow characteristics and consequently the system
response.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The full scale data collection at the mine revealed the variables affecting the oscillations
were not constant, or there were many variables involved that changed between cycles. This was
illustrated by the large degree of variability in the oscillation amplitude of the mine site data, and
confirmed by the fact that all four variables tested in the small scale experiments caused a change
in the amplitude of the oscillations.
The full and small scale simulations showed the system was best modelled as an unforced
single degree of freedom mass-spring-damper system with a linearly decreasing mass, although
this design did not represent the system at the mine or the small scale experiments perfectly. This
was confirmed by comparing the output of the second version of the full and small scale
simulations to the data collected at the mine and the small scale experiments. These simulations
and the mine site data showed that the oscillations increased in frequency towards the end of the
unloading cycle, as would be expected from a freely oscillating system with a decreasing mass.
The shape of these simulations and the raw data for the small scale control experiments were also
in good agreement. The second version of the full and small scale simulations also showed the
oscillations of the skip caused considerable fluctuations in the flow rate of the material.

Based on the small scale experimental results presented in the previous chapter, the
following conclusions were drawn and may suggest ways to reduce the amplitude of the
oscillations of the skip.
Considering that the higher ambient humidity and possible high moisture content of the
ore greatly increased oscillation amplitude, it would be beneficial to dry the ore before transport.
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This would greatly reduce the oscillation amplitude, although it may be impractical in a large
scale underground mine.
The oscillation amplitude could also be reduced by increasing each of the chute wall and
floor angles by 5° to 10° greater than their current values.
While the stiffener band experiments showed that the skip without stiffener bands had a
much lower average oscillation amplitude than the control skip or the skip with half the number
of stiffener bands, the stiffener bands are required to prevent the skip walls from bowing out.
Therefore it is not an option to remove them. The recommendation is that a new style of stiffener
band that interferes less with the flow of the material be used.
Finally, the grain size experiments showed that when the finer grain ore was used the
oscillation amplitude decreased. Therefore, the ore at the mine could be crushed finer before
transport to reduce the oscillation amplitude, however this may also not be feasible or practical
depending on what the ore is to be used for.

The following chapter will briefly discuss some recommendations for future research
based on the research presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the research presented in this thesis, it is the recommendation of the author that
the following research be performed in the future.
A Discrete Element Model (DEM) should be designed to better model the flow of the ore
inside the skip. This would be a superior model to the single degree of freedom, mass-springdamper model used in this thesis since it would be able to model the flow of individual grains
inside the skip, how the ore interacts with the internal stiffener bands and the exit chute walls and
floor, and it could account for the variables that could not be accounted for in the model used in
this thesis.
A 2 degree of freedom system should also be created, where the skip and ore are
considered separate entities, with the ore decreasing during the simulation.
Additional experiments should also be performed to more thoroughly investigate the
effects of moisture content, different granular materials, alternate grain sizes and alternate grain
size distributions on the oscillations.
The development and testing of alternate stiffener band designs should be explored to
determine if their interaction with the ore can be minimized further.
Finally, the development and testing of new gate designs that are equally as safe as the
arc gate should be explored in an effort to reduce the oscillations.
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Appendix A
Additional Characteristic Cycle and Computational Simulation Figures
The figures from the analysis of the other characteristic cycles and the figures from the
computational simulations corresponding to the other characteristic cycles not presented in the
main body of this thesis will be presented here. That is, the figures from the analysis and
computational simulations for the bell curve, concave diamond, convex diamond, hexagon, and
lop-sided diamond cycles will be presented here.

Figure A 1: Plots for the analysis of the first bell curve characteristic unloading cycle.
(Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right) filtered
data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of unfiltered data
but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right) displacement
data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in vertical scales in
the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 2: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction. (Top
centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 3: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 4: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 5: Plots for the analysis of the second bell curve characteristic unloading cycle.
(Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right) filtered
data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of unfiltered data
but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right) displacement
data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in vertical scales in
the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 6: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction. (Top
centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 7: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 8: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector. The
decrease in period towards the end of the cycle is evident.

Figure A 9: Plots for the analysis of the first concave diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 10: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 11: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 12: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 13: Plots for the analysis of the second concave diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 14: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 15: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 16: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 17: Plots for the analysis of the first convex diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 18: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 19: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 20: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 21: Plots for the analysis of the second convex diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 22: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 23: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 24: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 25: Plots for the analysis of the first hexagonal characteristic unloading cycle.
(Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right) filtered
data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of unfiltered data
but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right) displacement
data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in vertical scales in
the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 26: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 27: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 28: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 29: Plots for the analysis of the second hexagonal characteristic unloading cycle.
(Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right) filtered
data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of unfiltered data
but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right) displacement
data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in vertical scales in
the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 30: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 31: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 32: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 33: Plots for the analysis of the first lop-sided diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 34: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 35: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 36: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 37: Plots for the analysis of the second lop-sided diamond characteristic unloading
cycle. (Upper left) Unfiltered data, (upper centre) FFT of unfiltered data, (upper right)
filtered data, (lower left) FFT of filtered data, (lower centre) frequency spectrum of
unfiltered data but zoomed in on the primary oscillation frequency response, (lower right)
displacement data integrated using a data conversion function. Note the difference in
vertical scales in the top left and right plots.
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Figure A 38: (Top) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral front-to-back direction.
(Top centre) Acceleration data for the skip in the lateral side-to-side direction. (Centre)
Acceleration data for the skip in the vertical direction. (Bottom centre) Total magnitude of
the acceleration vectors. (Bottom) Total magnitude of the acceleration vector minus the
vertical axis acceleration vector. Note the difference in vertical scales.

Figure A 39: (Upper left) Segment of unloading cycle used for verification of primary
oscillation frequency. (Upper right) Filtered unloading cycle plotted for reference. (Lower
left) Frequency spectrum of unloading cycle segment.
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Figure A 40: The period between consecutive positive peaks of the acceleration vector.

Figure A 41: (Top) Displacement data for the bell curve simulation. (Bottom) Acceleration
data for the bell curve simulation. The two plots are in good agreement with the data from
the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak acceleration, primary oscillation
frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the oscillations.
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Figure A 42: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.
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Figure A 43: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.

Figure A 44: (Top) Displacement data for the concave diamond simulation. (Bottom)
Acceleration data for the concave diamond simulation. The two plots are in good
agreement with the data from the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak
acceleration, primary oscillation frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the
oscillations.
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Figure A 45: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.
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Figure A 46: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.

Figure A 47: (Top) Displacement data for the convex diamond simulation. (Bottom)
Acceleration data for the convex diamond simulation. The two plots are in good agreement
with the data from the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak acceleration,
primary oscillation frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the oscillations.
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Figure A 48: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.
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Figure A 49: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.

Figure A 50: (Top) Displacement data for the hexagon simulation. (Bottom) Acceleration
data for the hexagon simulation. The two plots are in reasonable agreement with the data
from the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak acceleration, primary oscillation
frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the oscillations.
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Figure A 51: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.
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Figure A 52: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.

Figure A 53: (Top) Displacement data for the lop-sided diamond simulation. (Bottom)
Acceleration data for the lop-sided diamond simulation. The two plots are in good
agreement with the data from the mine site by comparing the key variables – peak
acceleration, primary oscillation frequency, oscillation duration, and shape of the
oscillations.
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Figure A 54: (Top left) The mass function used for the simulation decreases from that of the
skip with a full payload to the mass of the empty skip. (Top right) The damped and undamped natural frequencies of the system were plotted along with the frequencies of the
characteristic cycles to determine if resonance was occurring. (Bottom left) This is the
applied force function for the simulation. (Bottom right) The damping ratio for the system
increased non-linearly as the ore unloaded, and remained constant once the unloading was
complete.
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Figure A 55: (Top left) Frequency spectrum of the filtered displacement vector. (Top right)
Frequency spectrum for the acceleration vector. (Bottom left) Frequency spectrum of the
applied force vector. (Bottom right) The period of consecutive positive peak pairs of the
acceleration vector.
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